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Abstracts

In January of 1989, the Federal Government gave individuals and private companies full

responsibility for the marketing of oats in the export and domestic market. This study

attempts to provide insights regarding the Canadian grain marketing system and the

impacts of centralized marketing for other cereal grains.

There has been a significant structural change in the Western Canadian oat industry. The

intent of this study is to identify and measure some of the impacts and provide an

assessment on how market performance has been affected. The underlying purpose is to

assess the market performance of the Western Canadian oat industry following the

change in market structure from central desk selling to open market trading.

Guided by a framework of analysis for market performance evaluations, specific

economic criteria relevant to the Western Canadian oat industry that evaluate market

performance in the context of market structure change are identified and examined. The

report concludes that the main factors contributing to increased market efficiency was the

removal of oats from under the CWB in 1989. The market restructuring has provided

producers with greater market access. Furthermore, the change in the marketing structure

of the Western Canadian oat industry from single desk selling to the open market,

resulted in an adjustment to comparative advantage and to specialization signals

lv
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CHAPTER OI\B
BACKGROTI¡{D AI.[D RESEARCH

OBJECTIVES

Introduction

The Canadian Wheat Board (CV/B) controls the sales of Western Canadian producers'

wheat and barley for export and for human consumption. Until recently, the CWB had

similar control over the sale of oats. In January of 1989, the Federal Government gave

individuals and private companies full responsibility for the marketing of oats in the export

and domestic markets. This was a controversial decision. Strong opinions were voiced

for and against the continuing roie of the CV/B in the oats market. The policy change is

now fully institutionalized, but the wisdom of the decision is still subject to debate. The

nature of this debate however, often has more to do with the philosophical leanings of the

participants regarding centraiized selling versus open market competition, than the merits

of the case. Oats have been traded openly now for five years, and therefore sufficient data

should be available to undertake a market performance analysis. This analysis could

provide valuable insights regarding the Canadian grain marketing system and the impacts

of centralized marketing for other cereal grains.

History of c\ryB in the western canadian oat Industry

The Board of Grain Supervisors (1917) and the first Canadian Wheat Board (1919) were

established to market Canadian wheat under war-time economic conditions. The Board

of Grain Supervisors, was created by the Canadian Government in l9I7 to market all



wheat grown during the 1917 and 1918 crop years. The Board was assigned complete

control over the purchase and subsequent sale of wheat for export. Following the 191g

crop year, the Board of Grain Supervisors was discontinued.

The first Canadian Wheat Board was designed as a temporary agency to market the 1919

prairie wheat crop. The 1919 CWB was directed to act as the Canadian farmer's

representative in grain markets around the world. Its function was to sell wheat for export

at prevailing world market prices during the immediate post-war period.

A prepayment scheme was devised because the 1919 CWB could not ascertain the realized

price or value of the marketed wheat until its finai sales. An initial payment was paid to

producers upon delivery to primary elevators. Once all sales of the 1919 wheat crop had

been realized, a final payment was distributed. Responsibility for any deficit resuiting from

this arrangement was to be absorbed by the federal government.

In 1920, the federal govemment disassembled the first endeavour of the Canadian Wheat

Board, but not before the concept had won approval from producers and farming

organizations. As a result, there was continued pressure on the federal government to re-

establish the central marketing agency. After the federal government declined to do so,

producers initiated their own central marketing organizations, taking the form of Wheat

Pools.



Canadian Wheat Board Act 1935

The wheat pools encountered severe financial difficulties with the onset of the economic

depression in 1929-1930 and the subsequent collapse of intemational wheat prices. Final

realized prices for the marketed wheat were well below the initial payment made to

producers. The federal government was compelled to intervene and guarantee the wheat

pools financial credibility. The economic circumstances of the time lead to a re-enactment

of the Canadian Wheat Board as a voluntary marketing agency for wheat. On July 5, 1935,

the Canadian Wheat Board Act was passed stating that "any losses sustained by the new

Wheat Board would be protected by the federal government and any additional profits would

be returned to producers in the form of a final payment."

During the Second World War, the CWB marketing responsibilities were extended to market

all Canadian grains, including oilseeds and Ontario corn. However, immediately following

the war, the CWB returned to its sole marketing responsibility for'Western Canadian wheat.

The Canadian Oat Industry (L935-1989)

In 1935, the CWB was established as a voluntary marketing board for export wheat.

Producers had the option of delivering wheat to the CWB, or selling it privately on the open

market. The government cancelled this option of selling wheat on the open market in 1943.

It was at this time that the CWB took over sole marketing responsibility for wheat. In 1949,

3



the government extended the C'WB's monopoly powers to include the marketing of barley

and oats.r

The marketing system changed in 1974 when the domestic feed market was deregulated.

Subsequently, producers could choose to deliver feed wheat, oats, and barley to the CWB,

or sell their grain privately within Canadian boundaries. This arangement persisted until

August 1989, when CWB responsibilities for oats were entirely removed from the central

desk control. Since this cessation, the marketing of oats has been handled exclusively

through the open market. Naturally, the oats producers no longer receive the guaranteed

floor price that was provided by the initial payment, nor the pooling of price risk that was

created through the CWB.

The Government of Canada (1935-1989) through the CWB guaranteed an initial minimum

price to oat producers prior to seeding the crop. The initial payment was, a floor price; any

deficit incurred in rnarketing the crop was absorbed by the government.2 At the end of the

crop year, the final total revenues, less the initial payments and administration expenses,

were distributed to oat producers.3

I Grains & Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, Processing., Canadian International
Grains Institute, Third Edition, 1982.

2 See Appendix 1.

3 Grains & Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, Processing., Canadian International
Grains Institute, Third Edition, 1982.



Amendments to the Act

The Canadian Wheat Board Act, Amended in 1949, extended Board jurisdiction over oats

and barley. In 1966. this jurisdiction over oats and barley became legislation. Later, in

1974, the sale of western grain for animal feeds within Canadian boundaries was removed

from the sole jurisdiction of the CWB.

Removal of Oats from the CWB

A significant change to the Act occurred on January 19,1989, when it was announced that

effective August 1. 1989. "individuals and private companies will have full responsibility for

the marketing of oats for the export market, for domestic human consumption and for feed.

This would mean producers and the private trade, including the Pools'marketing agencies,

will have the opporrunity to market oats domestically and internationally." This disclosure

contended that "oats is not among the same category as wheat and barley, wheat and barley

are major crops exported in large quantities, and the Board pooling system works well for

this purpose. On the other hand, the market for oats is becoming more specialized, with

niche markets for small quantities of high quality product. For these markets, the industry

is in the best position to capitalize on opportunities."a

a Office of the Minister of State G¡ains and Oilseeds



Framework Of The Study

This study examines the effects of the structural change in the oat market following 7ggg,

utilizing an industrial organizational framework of analysis. The period of analysis covers

the Canadian oat market since 1980. The discussion involves two distinctive oat marketing

stratagems: open market and central desk selling. The investigation probes the following

topics:

I) Policy Change
ii) Market Structure
iii) Features of Market Conduct
iv) Market Performance

The purpose of this study is to
Canadian oat industry þllowing
selling to open market trading.

Problem Statement

a.r,se.s.s the market performance of the Western
the change in market structure from central desk

There has been a significant structural change in the western Canadian oat industry. The

intent of this study is to identiff and measure some of the impacts and provide an assessment

on how market performance has been affected.

6



Objectives

1. The basic objective of this report is to analyze the perforïnance of the Canadian Oat

Industry over the past five years, and compare it to the 1 980- 1 989 period of Canadian

Wheat Board central desk selling authority.

2. The specific objective is to develop a model that can be used to analyze the changes

resulting from the reorganizalion in the market structure.

3. The third objective is to analyze the effects of the Canadian Grain Commission's

response (1989) to standardizing the grading system for oats.

Hypothesis

The stated hypothesis of this study is:

Ð The policy change that removed the marketing responsibilities for Western

Canadian Oats from central desk authorities to privare marketing, resulted

in greater market efficiency andprovided lVestern Canadian grainproducers

with an opportunity of greater economic benefits.



CHAPTERTWO
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES &

MARKET STRUCTURE

Introduction

The monopoly of the CV/B in the Westem Canadian oat industry changed :rr-1974 when the

domestic feed market was deregulated. Subsequently, producers could choose to deliver feed

wheat, oats, and barley to the CWB, or sell their grain privately within Canadian boundaries.

This anangement persisted until August 1989, when CWB monopoly over oats exports and

domestic milling was ended. Since this cessation, the marketing of oats has been handled

exclusively through the open market.

Market Structure of the Western Canadian Oat Industry

This section discusses two distinct market structures of the Western Canadian oat industry.

The first section examines the market structure of the Westem Canadian oat industry when

oat marketing was under the monopoly authority of the Canadian Wheat Board. The second

section examines the post-August 1989 market structure of the Western Canadian oat

industry.

I) Market Organization Under Central Desk Selling

Figure I illustrates the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry under the

CWB. This diagram depicts the trade and monetary flows of oat commodities prior to 1989

8



Structure of the Western Canadian Oat
Market Under Central Desk Authority:

Trade and Monetary Flows
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when the export market and domestic human consumption sales were controlled by the

CWB.

The trade flow of feed oats within Canada between the producer, the primary elevator

companies, and domestic feed grain users within is outlined. Ownership was transferred

upon delivery, in return for monetary payment. Under these circumstances, the domestic

cash price prevailed among transactions.

The remaining strucrural flows of Figure 1 demonstrate the control of the CWB over

marketing of oats for food and export. When the CV/B issued a quota, producers delivered

directly to primary elevator companies in return for partial payment (time period one).

According to Loyns and Kraut (1995), the CWB then took ownership of the oats and sales

pooling of product returns began.

All sales other than domestic feed oats had to be approved through the CWB. For this

reason, pricing forces, monetary flows, and the CWB pooled price were transmitted among

primary elevator companies, domestic mills, accredited export agents, and foreign customers.

Oats destined for food or for export markets were delivered to primary elevators. This began

the process of ownership transfer between the primary elevator companies, domestic food

mills, and foreign customers. Accredited exporters of the CWB were often involved in
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initiating foreign contracts, although price and quantity decisions were controlied bv the

CWB.

Monetary flows were then tansmitted back to the oat producer via the CWB from exporting

agents, domestic food mills, and foreign customer accounts. Local transportation, elevation,

handling, and cleaning charges were then passed onto producers. Residual funds after CWB

administration, marketing, storage, and lake shipping were retumed to producers in the form

of a final payment in time period turo.

i) Marketing Stratagem of the CWB

The Canadian 'Wheat Board Act gives the CWB three major responsibilities. Western

Canadian oats were included among these responsibilities prior to its removal from the CWB

in August of 1989:s

-To market wheat, oats, and barley, grown in lil'estern Canada, to the best advantage
of grain producers.

-To provide price stability to prairie grain producers through an annual "pooling"
or price-averaging system.

-To ensure that eachproducer obtains eachyear afair share of the avoilable grain
market.

In compliance with the Act, the CWB marketed oats in two distinct fashions. All sales were

either made directly between the CV/B and buyers. or sales were ananged between buyers

5 Grains & Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, Processing.
Grains Institute. Third Edition t982, p.94.
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and accredited agents of the CWB. However, as time progressed, the former arrangement

predominated.

Saies could be made under individual contacts with customers, or under provisions of long-

term agreements covering a period of several years. Long-term agreements presided over

the majority of the contracts, "the Canadian Wheat Board was a forerururer in the

development of long-term agreements and used them as part of its marketing program for

many years. One important reason is. that as Canada's sole exporter of prairie-growït wheat,

oats, and barley, the Wheat Board was in a position to provide supply assurances basic to

such agreements."6

ii) Quota System

The CWB controlled the quantities and kinds of oats that producers delivered through a

quota system.

The CWB utilized a quota system in order to secure the necessary supply of oats required for

contact obligations. A delivery quota system utilized by the CWB had ¡wo objectives. The

first, it ensured that all kinds and quantities of grain needed to meet sales commitments were

6 Grains & Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, Processing.
Grains Instirute. Third Edition 1982,p.95.
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delivered when required. The second, the quotas enswed that each producer received a "fair

share" of available markets.T

The quota system for oats attempted to achieve these objectives by controlling the quantities

and kinds of grain producers delivered. The producer chose to assign any part of his quota

base (the procedure of tying a producers delivery opportunities to farm acreage) to the

delivery of a particular kind of grain. The number of acres assigned to each grain determined

the quantity of grain that could be delivered to the primary elevator when a quota was

announced.

Quotas specified the lvpe and grade of oats that could be delivered. The quantity was stated

in terms of the number of kilograms per acre.

iii) Exporting Oats

Prior to August 1989, domestic processors and domestic contracts (that required oats for

human consumption) were compelled to deal exclusively with the CWB. For example, when

domestic food processors required oats, they were compelled to secure the necessary supply

directly from the CWB.

7 Grains and Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, processing. Canadian
International Grains Institute. Third Edition, L9g2, p.9g
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Although export contracts were handled exclusively through the CWB, private grain

companies registered as an accredited exporter with the Board were allowed to negotiate oat

exporting contracts. Under these circumstances, the accredited agent was often compelled

to disclose export contract details to the CWB if grain supplies were deemed limited. If

approved, the CWB r.vould finalize the sale. In many cases, the Canadian Government was

required as a third party for export contracts. For example, if the importing country required

financing arrangements, the Canadian Government would arrive at the appropriate terms.

In any event, all sales abroad, whether initiated by accredited exporters or not, rvere required

to proceed exclusively through the CWB for final approval. Ultimately, the export agent

bought the required grain from the CWB, and then sold it abroad to its foreign client.

II) Organization Under the Open Market

Following the policy change in August of 1989, the structure of the Vy'estern Canadian oat

market was drastically altered. The restructuring led to areorgatization of market functions.

Figure 2 outlines the market structure of the W'estern Canadian oat industry under the open

market regime.

Commodity Exchanges such as the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange (WCE) and the Chicago

Board of Exchange (CBE) serve important roles in price discovery. Pricing forces and

monetary flows are transmitted between the commodity exchanges and the various

participants of the oat industry. Domestic cash prices are realized at the commodity

exchanges on a daily basis. In addition, the WCE and CBE facilitate futures markets,

14
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allowing all industry participants the opporhmity to hedge against unexpected. price

fluctuations.

The balance of Figure 2, illustrates the trade flows, monetary flows, and cash prices between

participants of the Western Canadian oat trade.

The status of the oat producer is probably the most signif,rcant contrast between the central

desk selling market structure and the open market structure. in the model of the open

market, the oat producer directly controls production and marketing decisions. Increased

interaction between producer and market participants has been the result of the market

restructuring. Oat producers can choose to sell direct to domestic mills, domestic end-users,

commodity exchanges, primary elevator companies, export agents, and foreign customers.

Price formation is an important difference between Figure I and Figure 2 that is not

illustrated, but is known to have occuned. Under the single desk market structure, price

forces were generally transmitted "at, or near the CWB initial payment plus the expected

final payment. This relationship between the of[-board price and the expected pooled returns

resulted from producer arbitrage between the CWB expected pool return and the domestic

ofÈboard price. Producers sold to whichever market was expected to yield them the highest

return (CWB or off-board). As a result, the off-board price tended to follow the expected
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pool return."8 In contrast, under the current open market strucfure, price forces are

transmitted from the spot price, as well as from the futures market prices derived at the

winnipeg commodity Exchange and the chicago Board of Exchange.

Factors Motivating Oat Market Structural Reform

I) Government of Canada's Position

The decision to remove the monopoly jurisdiction of the CWB was made by the Government

of Canada.e Government policy was based on the changing perception of oats as a product

requiring the powers of the CV/B.

The Government of Canada argued that oats had evolved from a mainstream commodity to

become a specialty crop. Furthermore, the demand for oats had fallen very significantly

since it was brought into the CWB in 1949. At one time production of oats was over 7

million tonnes, while average crops in recent years are approximately 2.5 million tonnes.

The private trade is especially suited to dealing with specialty crops because they can direct

small quantities effectively and contract with specific producers for particular oat varieties.

"There are an awful lot of small buyers throughout the North American market who look

for really special oats. The Canadian oats variety is actually quite good. It is high in protein

8 Canadian Wheat Board, Performance of a Single Desk Marketing
organization in the North American Barley Market, Revised December, 1992, p.
8.

e House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Agriculture., Issue No. 8, Thursday, June l, 1 989. p. t 4.
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and it has a good bushel weight. There are also niche markets for specialty food products.

This is something the private trade is especially suited to dealing with."r0

It would appear that changing technology has played an important role in the fall of oats

production. Speciñcally, the intoduction of chemical herbicides for the control of wild oats

(a particularly aggressive and undesirable weed) restricted the production of tame oats.

"Vy'ith the Trifluralins and Avidexes we need to use for weed control, you cannot grow oats

after some of those chemicals are used. Oats has become very much a special crop, a special

kind of crop to grow."rr With this in mind, the new approach to the marketing of oats

envisioned Canadian producers with the ability to choose to sell their grain through the CWB

or directly to private domestic and export buyers.

When the volume of oats represented only one half percent of the C'WB's operation (over the

1979 to 1989 period), there was concern that oats may have been squeezed between wheat

and barley in terms of marketing, handling, and transportation. This would lead to improper

market signals for oat market participants. The Canadian Government policy sought to

r0 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 8, Thursday, June 1, 1989. Honourabre
Charles Mayer p.14.

rrHouse of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 4, Tuesday, May 9,1989. p. 14. Honourable
Charles Mayor.
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change the market structure and provide more opportunities for producers to capture

financial rewards in niche markets.

ii) Industry Position

Industry participants such as the Oat Producers' Association of Alberta, General Mills,

Ogilvie Mills, Robin Hood Multifoods Inc., the Quaker Oats Company of Canada, the

Alberta Wheat Pool. United Grain Growers. Cargill, and Feed-Rite of V/innipeg, supported

the decision to remove oats from CWB jurisdiction. They felt that it was simply more

efficient and cost effective to deal directly with individual producers. Security of supply was

a main factor in favour of end-users decision to support the change in market structure. It

was alleged that milling executives in London, Ontario "were delighted because the decision

would lower the cost because the farm price of oats would be lower."12

Accredited exporters accounted for approximately seventy-five percent of the oats sold

between 1986 to 1989. Therefore, the removal of oats from the CWB would simply

streamline negotiations between producer and end-users. The argument used by these larger

accredited agents of the Board such as United Grain Growers, Cargill, Parrish &

Heimbecker, and the Alberta Wheat Pool was that the market was small and fragmented, and

12 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and
Committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 4, Tuesday, May
(Mackenzie) p.46.

Evidence of the Standing
9,1989, Mr. Althouse
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the marketing responsibilities are best served in the private trade.13 Accredited exporters of

the board felt that the decision was in line with recent patterns of trade.

iii) Position of the Producer

Although producers were not consulted formally regarding the removal of oats from the

CWB, many had expressed their desire to respond to the demands of the developing niche

markets in the oat industry. Obstacles such as quotas, permits, and the question regarding

handling and transportation charges under the block shipping program, caused much

frustration among producers because they were unable to deal directly with end-users.ra

Alberta growers were probably the most vocal proponents for the open market option. Their

argument took upon a more detailed economic appraisal of the oat industry in terms of dual

market pricing. Although the CWB focused mainly upon the export market, growers in

Alberta felt that the board's actions impacted upon the domestic feed price of oats, which in

turn influenced the input costs in other agricultural industries that use oats for feed. Is

13 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 17, Tuesday, Iune27,1989. Mr Hughes
(Macleod) p.17-20.

ra Jones, Shelley, Look What We've Done With Our Oats, 1994 p. 6-8.

rs House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 17, pp. 54-59.
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Opposition Towards Oat Market Structural Reform

f) Canadian Wheat Board

The CWB responded negatively to the removal of oats from their marketing authority. The

focus of their complaint appeared to be the manner in which this was done. "I want to say

at the outset that neither the advisory committee nor the Board had any warning whatsoever.

V/e had absoluteiy no indication from oat producers that they were unhappy with the manner

in which their oats were being marketed. Furthermore, without discussing this issue with the

advisory committee, the Board, or, more important, oat producers, a decree was issued. that

oats would be furned over to the private trade."16 They were not disputing the Minister of

Agriculture's authority to abolish their monopoly power, only that he did not have the

"political support". In the Minister's opinion he did.

ii) Industry Position

Some opposition to the decision rù/as expressed by proponents for small exporters. It was

feared that with the removal of oats from the Board, the larger exporting companies such as

Cargill, UGG, and the Pools would develop "some sort of strangle hold on supply".rT

Exactly how this would be achieved was not obvious, and was not explained.

16 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Stand.ino
Committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 17. Tuesday, June 27,1989., p. 5. Mr.
Avery Sahl, Chairman, Canadian Wheat Board Advisory Committee.

It Oat Marketing and Processing, A'Western Canada and Alberta Perspective
for Alberta Agriculture., Peat Marwick consulting Group, February, 19g9. p. 46.
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iii) Position of the Producer

Oats were removed from the CWB without vote or without consent. Therefore, questions

concerning acceptable methods of conduct on behalf of the Government emerged. Many

producers expressed fears that barley and wheat over time, would also be removed from the

Board. "It was certainly a bombshell to producers. There is absolutely no doubt about that.

The advisory committee took the action they did, as you know, asking for the Minister's

resignation, which was not something we felt good about, but under pressure from producers

and under the circumstances I think we had no alternative in fulfilling our mandate."rs

Summary

This Chapter discusses two different market structures ofthe'Western Canadian oat industry.

The discussion is lead by a synopsis of the market organization under central desk selling.

The structure of the Westem Canadian oat market was drastically altered, following the

policy change in August of 1989. Increased interaction between producer and market

participants has been the result of the market restructuring.

The remaining portion of the Chapter discusses the factors that motivated the oat market

structural reform. The decision to remove the monopoly jurisdiction of the CWB for oats

was made by the Government of Canada. The policy decision affected industry participants

18 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standinq
committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 17. Tuesday, Jvne 27 , 1989. Mr. Avery
Sahl, Chairman, Canadian Wheat Board Advisory Committee. p. l l.
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in different ways. This lead to debate over the advantages of central desk ma¡keting and the

marketing of oats through the open market.
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CHAPTER THREE
LITERATURE RE\rIEW

Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to identify and to examine the literature that helps to

contribute towards the economic performance analysis of the Western Canadian oat industry.

Relevance of Reviewed Literature To This Studv

Imperfect competition, monopoly, and gradations of monopoly have been the focus of work

in industrial organization for quite some time, and the impact on consumer welfare of

policies developed in these markets has been the basis for a long history of market

evaluation.le

The principal objective of market intervention has been to create mechanisms that help

cor¡ect market deficiencies. Other types of market intervention include the substitution

towards socially oriented decision making processes when private decision making is found

not to be effectively monitored within the market structure.

Recent studies have attempted to evaluate the market performance of the CWB with respect

to the single desk marketing of Western Canadian barley and oats. For the most part, these

re See Carter (1993), Jones (1994), Strychar (1994), Scherer (1970), Schmitz
(1993), Turvey (1994), Veeman (1993),Brooks (1993), CWB performance
Analysis (1992).
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studies have had to hypothesize upon the economic outcome of moving from single desk

seiling towards an open market.

Regardless of the underlying market structure that predominates these studies, a number of

hypotheses and economic performance evaluation techniques may prove to be useful for the

examination of the Western Canadian oat industry.

The literature contained in this review can be separated into four areas:

I) Market Structure, Market Conduct, and Market Performance
ii) Economic Rationale for Single Desk Marketing
iii) Economic Rationale for an Open market
iv) Neutral Studies Regarding the Market Structure

I) Market Structure, Market Conduct, and Market Performance

Structural market change and the associated implications for market performance is

addressed by Turvey et. al. (1993). The purpose of Turvey's study is to review the

economics of structural change in agriculture. In his analysis of market structure, Turvey

provides a schematic model that demonstrates the relationship between market structure,

market conduct and market performance in institutional development. Figure 3 duplicates

Turvey's analytical model.

Although Turvey's emphasis is focused primarily upon the forces behind structural change,

he does provide an excellent analysis of industry structure and explains why the structure and

conduct of the market dictate market performance. Among the factors affecting structural
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change are such things as technology change, economic growth (related to events like a

change in product demand), demographics, or political decisions resulting in institutional

changes. In his discussion regarding structural market change, Turvey insists that the change

itself must be permanent and irreversible, "In order to be structural change, the change in

composition of the aggregate indicators for the organizations or institutions must be

permanent and irreversible rather than a transitory or reversible change that may result from

temporary scarcities or temporary exogenous shocks."20

Elements of market conduct such as pricing strategies, product differentiation, product

strategy, and responsiveness to change, reflect the underlying market structure. Turvey

explains that the market structure determines market conduct and thus directly affects market

performance. "The ultimate performance of the industry depends on both the structure and

conduct"2r Elements of market structure affecting market conduct and performance include

such things as the concentration of buyers and sellers, ease of market entry and exit, and

market integration, "the structure of an industry in terms of concentration and integration

between markets is influenced not only by the causal factors, but also by the conduct of the

industry as captured by pricing policies and product differentiation. The manner in which

prices are set is determined by the nature of the market so that conduct of the industry is a

20 Turvey, C. G., Goddard, E., Weersink, 4., and Chen. K., Economic of
Structural Change in Agriculture, Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 41
(4) Part 1,p.475.

2' Ibid. p.482.
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function of its structure."22 Government participation can also influence the underlying

market structure, "There are a number of govemment policies aimed at the agricultural sector

specifically or at the economy as a whole that can influence industry structure."23

Turvey et. al. argue that market performance should be evaluated in terms of the following

performance attributes, allocative efficiency, price and/or revenue stability, equity, output,

and growth in output. Although specific anal¡ical tests of market performance are not

provided, Turvey does develop the necessary framework that is required to conduct a market

performance evaluation.

Specific analytical tests of the testable criteria outlined by Turvey can be derived from

supplementary studies that evaluate the marketperformance of the highly debated continental

barley market, and from oat market performance analyses.

The next three sections of this Chapter examine a number of studies that evaluate the

economic merits and weaknesses of single desk marketing versus the open market.

ii) Economic Rationale for Single Desk Marketing

Among the various rationale offered by those who argue for single-desk selling, the most

important argument is that there are price premiums to be had from exerting market power

22Ibid.

23lbid.
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in certain markets. "Without single-desk control over exports, the structural premiums in

these markets would rapidly be bid away by competitíon among multiple sellers."2a Harvey

Brooks of the CWB contends, "The assertion that the CWB cannot price to market is a

simple error of fact and one that results in a gross underestimate of the benefits of single-

desk selling in export markets. The CWB's ability to price to market is easily verifiable by

asking any private tader of export barley who knows that these price differentials exist and

why."tt

The goal of Brooks'analysis is to determine the effects of changing the marketing system for

barley from single desk selling to a continental barley market. In essence, Brooks argues that

the Carter study commissioned by the Federal Government to examine the potential benefits

of a continental barley market, is seriously deficient in its analysis and that many of Carter's

assumptions are highiy questionable.

Brooks raises a number of thought provoking issues in his analysis of the barley export

market. Of particular interest is his analysis of the relationship between export volumes and

the potential impact that these volumes could have on prices. Brooks describes the potential

offshore revenue impact as a result of an increase in barley exports to the U.S. Pacific

Northwest. In his analysis, Brooks comments on the importance of not only taking into

2a Brooks, H., First, Let's Assume We Have a Can Opener., Canadian Journal
of Agricultural Economics 41 (i993) 271-281.

25 Ibid.
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consideration the overall impact on price (and the resulting revenue impact), but also the

effect of the U.S. Export Enhancement Program (EEP) on barley prices. In his discussion

of the EEP, Brooks concludes that the real issue at hand is the effect of the EEP on relative

levels of U.S. and offshore prices, and if the net returns on sales into the U.S. are higher, then

the CWB will sell barley in the U.S.

Brooks'article cautions against the use of excessive quantitative modelling techniques that

are supported by questionable underlying assumptions. In addition, he points out that there

are many economic intricacies that must be considered when comparing the performance of

single desk selling versus the open market, and that mathematical modelling simply cannot

capture many of the economic relationships that exist in a complex market structure.

A study by Schmitz, Gray, and Ulrich (1993) (hereafter called the Schmitz study) also

examines the move from single desk marketing towards a continental barley market. Their

focus is to determine the potential effects on the gross revenue of barley producers following

a change in the market structure.

The analysis begins by providing an examination of the supply and demand forces behind

the Western Canadian feed and malting barley markets. Building from the supply and

demand framework, the authors begin to make price and premium comparisons based on the

theoretical concept that a monopolist has the potential to extract higher than normal returns

from the marketplace. Two types of price comparisons are made, the first examines final
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tealized CWB pool retums against average arurual Minneapolis cash prices, while the second

utilizes a weighted average price for malting and feed barley received by U.S. farmers.

Volumes sold for contracted barley and barley sold in the cash market are then weighted in

order to be more compatible with CWB data. Based on these two types of price

comparisons, Schmitz concludes that the CWB was able to obtain substantial price premiums

from malting barley sales.

The Schmitz study, also examines the impact of the EEP on Canadian feed barley export

revenues. The study charges that the EEP introduces a market distortion that enables the

CWB to arbitrage between markets. In order for the CWB to maximize returns from barley

sales in the presence of the EEP, it has to charge different prices in different markets. The

study concludes saying that the CWB does not require market power in order to charge these

different prices.

Schmitz attempts to forecast producer returns and the effect on CWB pricing that would

result from a change in the market structure from single desk selling towards a continental

barley market. Schmitz concludes that a change in the market structure would result in a

reduction of producer market revenue. The greatest loss in market revenue would likely

occur in the malting barley market.

In December, 1992, the CWB released a detailed performance analysis examining the

performance of a single desk marketing organization in the context of the North American
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Barley Market. The paper outlines the economic and trade implications of removing CWB

export permit controls for sales of barley to the United States and exclusive CWB

jwisdiction over sales of malting barley in the domestic market. This study argues that the

single desk approach to marketing is an important advantage in maximizing total export

revenue, and given accurate information, barley growers will recognize the strengths of the

current marketing system in all markets, including the United States.26

The CWB study provides an extensive overview of the North American bariey market. An

examination into the malting barley production in Canada and the United States establishes

the essential components of the North American barley market and describes the inter-

relationships between malting and feed barley in Canada and the United States. Exports of

malting bariey, and the impact of the EEP on Canadian exports (to the U.S.), are also

examined. Impacts of the EEP on exports to the United States, help explain the economic

implications of removing exclusive CWB jurisdiction over malting barley sales.

"One of the key advantages of having a single desk seller is that this provides a mechanism

to strategically rank market alternatives to maximize sales revenue. The CWB continuously

ranks retums from all potential barley markets, including the United States, and maximizes

26 The Canadian Wheat Board, Performance of a Single Desk Marketing
organization in the North American Barley Market, Revised December, 1992. p.
38.
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sales into these markets that yield the highest net return to producers."27 While explaining

the advantages for a single desk seller, the CWB study cautions against comparing the U.S.

spot price to the CWB initial payment. The first point made is that the initial payment

provides only partial information, and that producers more than often receive an adjusted and

final payment. The second point refers to the fact that initial payments reflect expected

returns for an entire crop year, and that spot prices change daily. The CWB concludes that

the U.S. spot return should not be used as a price signal on which to base sales decisions to

the U.S. Sales decisions should be based on the relative returns attainable from all

alternative markets.

The market structure of the proposed continental barley market is considerably different from

the market structure of the Western Canadian oat industry. This makes it difficult to draw

parallels between the tlvo markets. For one, the pricing relationships among individual

grains are dependant on differing factors. For example, according to Brooks, "the single

most important marketing factor for determining U.S. barley demand is the barley/corn price

ratio. The CWB had argued that if the price of barley is close to, or above, the price of com,

the demand for barley is inelastic, as increased consumption/usage of barley would primarily

occur through substitution of barley for corn in feed rations; ie., significantly lower barley

prices would be needed to displace com in the feed rations. As the price of barley prices

27 The Canadian Wheat Board, Performance of a Single Desk Marketing
organization in the North American Barley Market, Revised December, 1992. p.
22.
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goes to a discourt to corn, one would expect the demand to be much more elastic.',2s On the

other hand, the price for oats depends upon, the particular destined market and upon the

substitutability of oats in feed rations in relation to its protein and fibre content. Secondly,

the grain itseif is vastly different and the proposed continental barley market structure is

considerably different than the market change that occur¡ed for oats. Thirdly, a myriad of

economic relationships under a continental barley market makes it far too complicated to

draw parallels that can be used in the analysis of the complete removal of oats from under

a single desk selling structure.

The studies mentioned so far, are limited to speculating on the potential implications of a

policy change that would alter the single desk marketing responsibilities of the CWB. The

study at hand however, is not confined to the same limitation. Oats were entirely removed.

from under CWB jurisdiction, and its market performance can be examined utilizing similar

economic criteria found in the literature that focuses on the continental barley market debate.

iii) Economic Rationale for an Open Market

Differing views regarding efficiency costs associated with a single-desk selling market

structure have been the focus of a number of studies promoting open market trading.2e

28 Brooks, H., First, Let's Assume We Have a Can Opener., Canadian Journal
of Agricultural Economics 41 (1993), p.279.

2e See Carter (1993), Jones (1994), Strychar (1994), Scherer (1970).
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Scherer (1970), considers the magnitude of the social losses associated with monopolistic

market structwe and conduct. Essential to Scherer's consideration of the several dimensions

ofperformance appraisal is aliocative effrciency, efficiency ofresowce use, equity of income

distribution, progressiveness, and macroeconomic stability. Scherer maintains that one

adverse consequence of monopoly is the assertion that prices are held above competitive

levels when monopoly power exists. This can lead to a misallocation of resources that

results in welfare loss.

Scherer provides a model that allows for the calculation of welfare loss attributable to

monopolistic resource misallocation. The model itself focuses on the relative price distortion

under monopoly, or the rate by which the monopoly price deviates from the competitive

price. This model is considerably different than standard models that calculate welfare

losses, in that typical models hinge on monopolistic output restriction. This is particularly

useful for evaluating the Western Canadian oat industry because although the CWB may

have restricted sales into particular export markets, it did not necessarily restrict the amount

of oats that could be delivered by V/estern Canadian oat producers.

Colin Carter's study of the continental barley marketproposal (1993), argues that certain

practices such as cost pooling and a philosophy ofserving the needs ofall producers are not

conducive to cost minimization. He suggests that any financial advantages associated with

single-desk selling, such as price premiums associated with market power, have to be

weighed against the costs of having a single-desk selling arrangement in place. Carter
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concludes that the CWB has little ability to extract premiums based on market power, from

either U.S. or off-shore barley markets. His arguments in relation to the United States, are

based on the reasoning that U.S. import demand is relatively elastic.3O

Price distortions are also commonplace with a single-desk agency. Carter (1993) argues that

producers are able to choose whether to sell to the CWB or to the offboard market, and as

a result, the expected retum from the CWB arbitrages the offboard market, and CWB

activities essentially determine the domestic feed prices. The CWB has the potential because

of its monopoly position. to cause large and unexpected changes in the domestic market

sales. These actions directly affect prices, making efficient private arbitrage diff,icult.

The focus of Carter's study attempts to measure the benefits of a single-desk exporter by

utilizing a pricing{o-market test in order to determine whether or not the CWB has enough

market power to be able to charge difflerent pries in different export markets for barley, at the

same point in time. The results of this test indicate that there is no evidence of pricing to

market for CWB barley into the United States, Japan, FSU, and Saudi Arabia.

A more indirect test of market power that estimates trade elasticities is also employed by

Carter. This second test argues that the presence of a very high price elasticity of demand

30 See Veeman (1993), and Carter (1993). For example, Carter's estimate of
U.S. barley import demand elasticiry is -19.0.
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for barley sales into the United States demonstrates that there is no economic evidence of

CWB market power.

Aithough Carter's study on the continental barley market draws few parallels with the

performance evaluation ofthe Western Canadian oat industry, ffiffiy dimensions of the barley

market are useful when considering appropriate testable criteria for the oat market analysis.

To illustrate, Carter establishes his framework of analysis based on the economic principle

that a single desk can price discriminate by charging different prices in different markets at

the same point in time. in order to establish his testable criteria, Carter provides an analysis

of the world bariey trade, export trends. a Canadian supply and demand analysis, and the

United States Export Enhancement Program.

More applicable to the evaluation of the Western Canadian oat industry is Carter's

examinations of Canadian prices and domestic pricing effîciency. Carter compares CWB

prices for feed barley against Alberta non-Board prices. The results suggest that the average

CWB price was three percent higher than the open market price.3r A similar comparison was

made between CWB pooled returns and Minneapolis feed barley prices. Discounting the

final producer payment to reflect the time value of money, Carter demonstrates that over the

3r Carter, C., an Economic Analysis of A Single North American Barley
Market, Submitted to the Associate Deputy Minister Grains and Oilseeds Branch
Agriculture Canada, March 31,1993. p. 19.
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1975 to 1992 period, the Mirureapolis price was four percent higher that the price Canadian

farmers received from the CWB.32

In a more recent article, Jones (1994) examines some of the economic impacts of removing

oats from under the CWB marketing jurisdiction. The article essentially discusses the

resulting positive impacts of moving from single desk selling towards an open market. Jones

argues that forward contracting and the ability to utilize the futures market have provided

new pricing opportunities that did not exist under single desk marketing.

The pricing opporrunities in the open market have guaranteed a steadier revenue per acre

than did the CWB system. In addition, pre-pricing on the futures has reduced risk by

allowing farmers to access different quality markets. This has enabled producers to practice

price pooling on-farm. The article makes claim to the fact that the CV/B's focus on volume

sales impeded innovation and creativity in the market place for commodities like oats.

Although Jones' article examines only what has occurred in the oat industry since the

structural change in the marketing of oats, it does raise a number of important issues that

need to be examined more closelv.

Following the removal of oats from underthe CWB, the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC)

"responded to the private industry's request to bring Canada's grading system for oats more

32lbid.
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in line with the United States."33 One could argue that the grade change would have taken

place if oats had remained under the Board. However, Strychar (1994), argues that while the

CGC makes the ultimate decision on grades, it took input from a "market sensitive" private

trade to initiate changes to the system.

Strychar also discusses the pricing efficiencies of an open market. In his discussion Strychar

makes the claim that the CV/B restricted their selling to two to three months forward. He

argues that as a result of the CWB sales stratagem, producers lost both market share and

price opportunities. The open market has allowed Canada to capture more of the U.S. market

since 1989.J+

The remainder of Strychar's article identifies a number of efficiency gains as a result of

changing the market structure. Among these is the argument that forward contracting has

given producers more flexibility to sell different qualities of oats and this success is a direct

result of producers quickly taking advantage of changing market conditions. Strychar adds,

"Big infrastructures, designed to deal with large volumes and distant buyers, can dilute

communications between producers and end-users, the two most important groups in a

market."is

33 Strychar. R.,

34Ibid. p. 5.

35lbid. p. 5.

(1994) Canadian Oats, A Success Story. p. 3.
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Strychar concedes that it is diffrcult to assess the impact of opening the oat market to the

private trade because it is difficult to quantifii the exact return producers are now receiving

compared to those under the CWB. He concludes his article by saying "in the end, the price

producers receive is the best success indicator".36 Although price is an important indicator

when examining market success, an appropriate evaluation of the Western Canadian oat

industry must include a further analyses of available grade varieties and of trade volumes.

The studies by Carter. Schmitz, and Brooks that examine the CBM were unable to evaluate

the performance of barley on the open market. Their studies utilized economic theory in

order to provide insight on the hypothesized market performance of barley as a result of

changing the marketin,e structure from a single desk market structure to a CBM.

On June 3,7993, Hon. Charles Mayor, Minister of Agriculture announced that effective

August 1,1993 the North American barley market would move towards a continental barley

market. The policy change was short lived, and on September 10, 1993, only forry-one days

later, the Federal Court of Canada ruled that the Order in Council did not have the authoritv

to terminate CWB authority over barley sales to the United States.37

36 Strychar. R., (1994) Canadian Oats, A Success Story. p. 5.

37 Clark, Stephen, J., (1994) Single Desk Selling by the Canadian Wheat
Board: Does it Have an Impact? Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics 43
(i9es) p.227.
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Between August 1, and September 10, 1993, the marketing of Western Canadian barley

operated under a CBM. The structural change in the market between August 1 and

September I0,1993, is the focus of Clark's (1995) analysis. Clarke utilizes the structural

break in the marketing system in order to test the predictions made by Carter, the CWB, and

Schmitz regarding barley feedgrain prices as a result of moving from single desk marketing

towards a CBM. Carter's study assumes that barley feedgrain prices would remain the same

as under the CWB. Schmitz and the CWB studies on the other hand, argue that the move

from single desk selling towards a CBM would result in lower feed barley prices.

The period between August 1, and September I0,1993, reflect a structural change in the

barley market. Clark uses this period to test for structural breaks in bariey feedgrain prices

and in the equilibrium price relationship among feedgrain prices. A structural break in barley

prices and the equilibrium relationship among feedgrain prices would support the Schmitz

and CWB performance analyses. Failure to find a significant structural break in these price

series would cast doubt on the Schmitz and CWB studies. The latter case, would thus

support Carter's prediction that the feedgrain price would remain unchanged under the two

marketing structures.

Clark tests38 for unit roots on price series for wheat, oats, and barley. Empirical evidence is

provided on price series data that suggests a single stable relationship among feedgrain

38 Phillips-Perron [Phillips (1957) & Perron (i9S8)] and Dickey-Fuller (1981).
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prices. The analysis demonstrates that the structural change in the 'Westem 
Canadian barley

market did not result in a change in the long-run equilibrium relationship among feedgrain

prices. Clark concludes that single desk selling by the CWB has no impact on the North

American feed barley market.

Although Clark's analysis is unique in that it evaluates a "true" change in the market

structure, it is debatable whether forry-one days (the period on CBM) is a suffrcient amount

of time for producers, for supply, and for prices to adjust and to react to a new marketing

system. According to Turvey (1993), the temporary change from single desk selling to a

CBM. would not constitute structural market change.

iv) Neutral Studies Regarding Monopoly Central Desk Selling

In response to Carter and Schmitz, Michele Veeman (1993) addresses the continental barley

market debate. In Veeman's words, "the papers and reports present quite different

conciusions, as might be expected from the considerable differences in their assumptions,

both explicit and implicit." The differences between Carter and Schmitzare viewed by

Veeman to be a result of the difficulties associated with avoiding biases in social science

research. Ultimately based upon different value premises, hence different assumptions and

methodology, the two papers reached considerably different conclusions.3e

3e veeman, Michele, A comment on the continental Barley Market Debate,
Canadian Journal of Agriculture Economics 4l (1993) ZB3-297.
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Focusing on Carter's estimation of U.S. import demand elasticity, Veeman noted that even

though excess demand for Canadian barley in the U.S. pointed towards elastic demand,

Carter's ad hoc specification and over-rigorous test of the Board's ability to price

differentially by market was inappropriate. a0

With respect to Schmitz, Veeman questions the underlying assumptions and conclusions

leading to the differing views of whether there are efficiency costs associated with single

desk selling. "Most economists would expect that competition to service a larger number

of traders, and their incentives to pursue alternative transportation and handling procedures,

should reduce marketing costs, at least to some degree. This possibitity is ignored by

Schmitz." Veeman continues, "this assumption was not ignored by Carter but the

assumption that he (Carter) applied in order to obtain an estimate of potential cost savings

(that elevator handling costs would be avoided by trucking) has been cnticized as unrealistic

of likely behaviour. "a 
I

Veeman concludes, "I conclude like many observers, that allowing numbers of traders to

seek market opportunities for barley across the U.S.-Canadian border will likely lead to

40

4l

Ibid.

rbid.
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increased sales to this market. In addition, some hard to quantifu gains in efficiency are

likely to be achieved and may lower marketing costs."a2

The purpose of Veeman's article was not to provide additional analyses of the CBM, but

rather to identiff the problems associated with the underlying methodology that Veeman and

Carter employ in their analyses. Veeman's critical comments remind researchers of the

difficulties associated with avoiding biases.

Summary

Turvey's anal¡ic model of the relationship between market structure, conduct and

performance provides the necessary framework to undertake an evaluation of market

performance following a change in market structure. Allocative efficiency, price and/or

revenue stability, equity, output, and growth in ouþut, are identified by Turvey as being the

essential performance attributes that need to be examined in order to evaluate the market

performance of an industry following a structural change in the market.

Turvey's analysis does not provide specific tests of market performance. Analytical tests of

the testable criteria that are identified by Turvey, can be derived from supplementary studies

that examine market performance in the context of a change in the market structure. A

number of studies that provide different rationales concerning central desk selling are

a2 Veeman, Michele, A Comment on the Continental Barley Market Debate,
Canadian Journal of Agriculture Economics 41 (1993) 283-287.
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examined above. These studies fit into the performance evaluation mould developed by

Turvey. Figure 4 concludes this Chapter by expanding on Turvey's framework of analysis

and by supplying specific testable criteria of market performance that demonstrate the

relationship between market structure, conduct and performance.

The Carter (1993), Scherer (1970),Jones (1994), Strychar (lgg4),and Clark (1995) studies

provide specific tests of market performance lending support for an open market. Brooks

(1993), Schmitz (1993), and the CWB performance analysis (lgg2),use similar performance

evaluation measures to demonstrate the merits of single desk marketing. Veeman (1993)

does not provide specific tests of market performance, but she does outline a number of

crucial elements that need to be considered when evaluating market structure, conduct and

performance. The market performance of the Western Canadian oat industry can be

evaluated following Turvey's recipe for conducting a market performance evaluation. In

order to capture the appropriate economic criteria, the Western Canadian oat industry

performance analysis must turn to studies like those discussed in this review. These studies

can aid in the market performance evaluation of the Westem Canadian oat industry by

providing the essential economic criteria that need to be examined, and by providing specific

tests of market performance.

Figure 4lists the economic criteria examined by each study discussed in this Chapter. These

studies evaluate the economic merits and weaknesses of single desk marketing versus the

open market. Figure 4 thus combines Turvey's analytic framework with specific
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pelformance testing criteria that is relevant to the market evaluation of the 'Westem 
Canadian

oat industry. Although these studies draw different conclusions regarding the economic

merits and weaknesses of singie desk marketing versus the open market, it is interesting to

note that each study uses similar performance evaluation measures in order to demonstrate

their rationales.

The task now, is to develop a frame'uvork of analysis that can be used to evaluate the market

performance of the Western Canadian oat industry. This is achieved by utitizing Turvey's

framework of analysis for market performance in conjunction with the specific economic

evaluating criteria that have been identified by the studies contained in this literature review.
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CHAPTER FOUR
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

FOR AI{ALYSIS

fntroduction

The basic objective of this study is to compare the performance of the Canadian Oat Market

over the past five years (1990-1994), with its performance under the Canadian Wheat Board

during the 1980-1989 period. In this Chapter, a model is developed that can be used to

evaluate the effects on market performance following a structural change in the market

organization of the Western Canadian oat industry. The analytic model considers testable

criteria, based on observable data.

The intention of this Chapter is to select the appropriate testable criteria that can be used to

evaluate the market performance of the 'Western 
Canadian oat industry, and to derive at

economic hypotheses that would be expected resulting from a change in the market structure.

Framework of Analysis

There is a large catalogue of testable performance criteria for the analysis of market

performance.a3 The criteria selected for this study follow a general framework for industrial

o3 See Carter (1993), Jones (1994), Strychar (1994), Scherer (1970), Schmitz
(1993), Turvey (1994), Veeman (1993), Brooks (1993), CWB Performance
Analysis (1992), and Clark (1995).
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market structure and for economic performance evaluations that is outlined by Turvey

(1ee3).

Turvey (1993), provides a framework of analysis for evaluating market performance

following apermanent and ireversible change inthe underlying market structure. His model

identif,res the contributing factors such as economic growth, political decisions, and fiscal

policies. that lead to changes in market structures. The model explains why in institutional

development, the market structure determines market conduct and thus directly affects

market performance. Turvey identifies economic effrciency, stability, equity, output, and

growth in output, as being the essential economic criteria that need to be evaluated when

examining the market performance of an industry following a structural change in the

market.

The structural change in the underlying marketing structure of the 
'Western 

Canadian oat

industry became effective August 1, 1989. The structural change conforms to Turvey's

definition of what constitutes industrial ma¡ket change. The change from single desk selling

to open marketing resulted from an abrupt political decision based on technological change

and economic growth in the Westem Canadian oat industry.a So far, the decision to remove

oats from the jurisdiction of the CWB has been permanent and has not been reversed.

aa See Off,rce of the Minister of State Grains and Oilseeds, January 19, 1989.
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Turvey's model develops the necessary framework that is required to conduct a market

performance evaluation of the Western Canadian oat industry following a change in the

underlying market structure. Allocative efficiency, price and/or revenue stability, equity,

output, and growth in output are identif,red in his model as being the essential performance

athibutes that need to be examined in order to conduct a market performance evaluation. His

model for conducting market performance evaluations is applied to the economic

performance evaluation of the Western Canadian oat industry. Guided by Turvey's

framework of analysis for market performance evaluations, specific economic criteria have

been extracted from supplementary studies that evaluate market performance in the context

of market structure change.as

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Welfare Loss

Demand Forces and Changes in Consumption Patterns

Exports

Supply and Disposition

Producer Returns

Product Differentiation

a5 These are discussed in the previous Chapter and specific criteria that
evaluate market performance have been presented in Figure 4. The criteria chosen
for the economic performance evaluation of the Westem Canadian oat market
have been derived directly from studies by Turvey (1993), Carter (1993), Jones
(1994), Strychar (1994), Scherer (1970), Schmitz (1993), Turvey (1994), Veeman
(1993), Brooks (1993), CWB Performance Analysis (1992), and Clark (1995).
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A) Welfare Loss

"One adverse consequence of monopoly, the theory of welfare economics instructs, is the

misallocation of resources. By raising price above marginal costs, monopolists restrict

output, divert resources to less pressing demands, and reduce consumer welfare."a6

Figure 5, provides a frame of reference for examining welfare loss. Consumers' surplus is

gained on all infra-marginal units of output. Every unit sold, except the final unit, the

consumer is just on the margin between buying and not buying. Total consumers' surplus

is therefore measured by the area bounded by the demand curve. A horizontal line reflecting

the competitive price, (Pc) is the lower bound. Total consumer surplus is (PcEF). At a

higher monopoly pnce (Pm), and restricted output, the total consumers' surplus is only

(PwBF). The consumers' surplus loss under monopoly is the trapezoidal area (PcEBPm).

The dead-weight welfare loss is defined by the shaded triangular area (AEB). If the demand

function is not linear, the area (AEB) will not be strictly triangular, but a triangle provides

a good approximation.aT

a6 Scherer, F.M., Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, Rand
McNally, Chicago, 1970, p.400.

a7 Scherer, F.M.,Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, Rand
McNally College Publishing Company, Chicago, 1970. p. 401.
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Welfare Loss Attributable to
Monopolistic Resource Misallocation
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Following Scherer (1970), the dead-weight welfare loss attributed to a single desk monopoly

seller can be defined as follows:

W=.5 tP tQ. (1)

Where aP represents the deviation between the monopoly price and competitive price and

tQ is the amount by which the monopoly output differs from the competitive output. The

relative price distortion under monopoly, or the ratio by which the monopoly price deviates

from the competitive price, is then defined as:

Ignoring signs and assuming the ¡P and tQ are small, we define the elasticity of demand to

be approximately:

(2)^Pt=-
P

nQaQ

",= 
Q whichìsthesameo, QotPt

v
(3)

rearTanglng:

aO =8.tO4-

Substituting Pt:aP and Equation 4 into Equation 1 we obtain:

(4)
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Thus, the dead weight welfare loss due to monopoly rises as a quadratic function of the

relative price distortion f and as a linear function of the demand elasticity Ed.

Equation 5 encompasses four unknown variables that can be extracted from the available

data. Pricing data can be found from CWB quotation prices over the 1979-1989 period.

Likewise, from Equation2, the distortion rate between monopoly and competition can be

calculated from the percentage difference between the monopoly and competitive prices over

the same period. With this in mind, the distortion rate /, is calculated from WCE cash grain

prices and CWB quotation pricing data.

Several statistical studies have been made of the short-run economic impacts of monopolistic

practices. These impacts include: business inefficiency, resource misallocation arising from

competitive deficiencies, and market imperfections.as In general, monopolistic price-output

distortions are found to give rise to societal losses ranging from less than 1 percent to as

much as 12 percent of the gross national product. Scherer's study (1970), produced the most

explicit sources of output loss associated with the exercise of market power. He admits

however, that each of his individual estimates is subject to a margin of error. Scherer's

estimates, which are higher than estimates of other experts in the field, demonstrate that the

static annual monopoly loss is rather small, perhaps even trivial and sometimes

a8 See Scherer F.M., "Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance",
Rand McNally & Company,1970.
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inconsequential. Nonetheless, there is considerable evidence to suggest that a monopoly,

like a single desk selling regime, can lead to a loss of consumer welfare.ae

The CWB controlled all sales of Westem Canadian oats for human consumption. Therefore,

the welfare loss attributed to monopoly desk control within Canadian boundaries can be

made utiiizing domestic human consumption data as a proxy for Q, quantity solds0, in

Equation 6 of Figure 5.

Employing Scherer's (1970) reasoning, the welfare loss is calculated assuming rrnitary elastic

demand for oats used for human consumption. In addition to Scherer's rationality,sr low and

high range approximations of the elasticity of demand are provided in order to demonstrate

the relationship between the elasticity of demand and welfare losses. The welfare loss

calculations are made in Chapter Five.

4e lbid.

50 Since all sales of oats for human consumption were required to be approved
by the CWB, data rendering domestic human consumption usage for #i C.W.,
will provide an appropriate proxy to total sales made for these purposes within
Canadian boundaries.

5r Because Scherer estimated the welfare loss resulting from monopoly control
over a number of industries, exact computations for elasticity estimates could not
be made. Instead, Scherer assumed a unitary elastic demand across industries. In
addition, because the welfare loss rises as a linear function of the demand
elasticity, precise estimations are not always required.
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Scherer (1970) submits that "welfare losses due to resource misallocation can be a

consequence of monopolistic price-ouþut distortions."52 Based on Scherer's reasoning, the

following hypothesis can be formulated:

Hypothesis: The single desk marketing responsibilities of the CIï|B for oats destÌned to the
domestic human consumption market, resulted ín Canadian consumer
welfare losses.

B) Demand Forces and Changes in Consumption Patterns

Schmitz (1993) and Carter (1993), provide analyses of the underlying supply and demand

forces behind the Canadian barley market. Their analyses of the demand forces and changes

in consumption patterns provide the initial groundwork of their market performance

analyses. Turvey (1993), explains in his analysis of the economics of structwal change in

agriculture. that changes in the market structure result in changes in the industrial

composition of ouþut. Turvey also argues that the change in market structure can also affect

the particular commodity that is traded and with whom it is traded. For this reason, it is

essential to examine the domestic composition of oat usage in Canada and try to ascertain

whether the demand in Canada has changed as a result of the change in market structure.

52 Scherer F.M., "Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance",
Rand McNally & Company,1970.
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In September of 1989 the Canada Grains Council sponsored a symposium53 that brought

together Canadian oat industry participants in an effort to discuss the essential aspects of the

industry and to participate in the strategic development planning of the future Canadian oat

market under a market driven system. Conclusions of the 1989 symposium projected that

the potential food market would likely grow because of the nutritional food value offered

from oats.sa Based on this premise, an examination of the composition of oat usage in

Canada and of the possible changes in consumption patterns in Canada is necessary.

Turvey's proposition that a change in the market structure can lead to a change in industrial

composition is contemplated in the context of the Western Canadian oat industry. Total

domestic use of oats in Canada is comprised of oats used for animal feed, oats used for

human consumption, and finally, seed requirements. This is the data that is used in order to

determine whether Turvey's proposition is applicable to the Western Canadian oat industry.

Hypothesis: The change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry
resulted in a change in the composition of total domestic oat usage.

53 Oat Symposium Proceedings. September 6 and 7, 1989. Sir John Carling
Building, Ottawa, Canada.

sa Canada Grains Council, Agriculture Canada, Oat Symposium Proceedings,
September 6 and 7,1989, Sir John Carling Bldg., Ottawa.
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C) Exports

Exports are deemed one of the primary economic performance indicators of market structure

evaluations.55

Veeman (1993), concluded in her comment on the continental barley market debate

that by allowing the market structure to permit a number of traders to seek market

oppornrnities across the United States - Canadian border, would likely result in increased

sales to this market.

In January, 1989, an article was released by the office of the Minister of State Grains and

Oilseeds explaining their position regarding the new marketing structure for oats. In this

article, oat market oppornrnities in the contefi of the open market are discussed. Focussing

primarily upon the export opportunities of the open market, the article asserts that the

"opening up the marketing of oats to the industry and individual producers provides

increased opporrunity for producers to capitalize on these developing specialty markets for

smaller quantities of higher quality product."56

55 See Carter (1993), Schmitz et. al. (1993), Brooks (1993), CWB Performance
Analysis (1993), and Veeman (1993).

s6 Information, Office of the Minister of State Grains and Oilseeds, For
Immediate Release: p. 2.
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The Honourable Charles Mayer, following his decision to move oats to the open market, also

commented on increased export oppornrnities, "'W'e firmly believe that there are more

opporfunities for individuals out there, smaller companies, the cooperatives, individual

cleaning plants, farmers on their own, to go ahead and pick oats, process oats and sell oats

to the United States by themselves."ST

Led by Turvey's anal¡ic model of market performance and based on the above predictions

of export opportunities under the open market, an examination of export flows over two

distinctive marketing periods is urdertaken. Specifically, exports of Canadian oats over the

period of 1981 to 1994 are examined. Total exports, oatmeal exports, rolled oats exports,

and f,rnal destinations are considered.

Hypothesis: The change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry
from single desk selling to the open market, resulted in increased exports of
Canadian oats to the United States and to the rest of the world.

D) Supply and Disposition

Supply and disposition are important economic performance measures when considering the

geographical distribution of economic activity.ss Carter (1993), and Turvey (1993), address

this aspect ofperformance efficiency in the context of agricultural structure change from one

57 House of Commons, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Agriculture, Issue No. 4, Tuesday, May 9,1989, p. 14.

58 Carter (1993), and Turvey (1993).
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market system to another. Turvey concentrates his analysis on this matter in terms of

evaluating market structure performance by the geographical distribution of economic

activity. Although Turvey's analysis is directed more towards the number and size of family

farms, he does consider the re-distributional effects on where output is produced following

a change in the market structure.

In his analysis of the continental barley market, Carter places great emphasis on the major

reallocations in economic costs and benefits relative to those that existed prior to a major

policy change. Carter points out that there are gainers and losers as a result of market

restructuring, but maintains that favourable economic distortions are solely the consequence

of a regulatory framework. Carter argues that a move from single desk selling towards the

open market would involve an adjustment to comparative advantage and to specialization

signals, and that production would become geographically concentrated.

In Carter's report, he argued that "a continental malt barley market would cause the permit

and quota system on malt barley to disappear, triggering the potential to achieve economic

efficiencies with the system, to the benefit of producers."5e In particular, he felt that there

would be a reduction of barley production in some areas, a switching from malting barley

to feed in other areas, and greater specialization in malt by producers who maintain a

comparative advantage. Under the CV/B. Carter argued that barley was being grown in areas

5e Carter, C.,
Market, March,

An Economic Analysis of a Single North American Barley
1993, p.23.
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where it otherwise would not. "The permit system used to operate the quota system on

malting deliveries, has led to a large amount of malting barley production resulting in malt

barley acreage on farms being determined in relation to the expectation of one or two cariots

rather than how the expected value of malting barley competes with other crops in the

rotation. In economic terms, this distorts use of farm resources."60

The geographic distibution of the Westem Canadian oat industry can be examined prior to,

and following the change in marketing structures. Efficiency costs pertaining to market

performance can be addressed by examining the comparative advantage among oat growers,

oat growing regions, and potential end-user markets. Specific crop district data obtained

from Prairie provincial agricultural offices for the 1986-1994 crop years, demonstrate the

changes in seeded area, harvested area, yield, and oat production.

These patterns provide an important reference base for the analysis of the Western Canadian

oat industry. The geographic economic efficiency of the industry can be addressed by

tracing oat production and supply over time. A Prairie provincial area analysis can also

demonstrate shifts in production and supply in response to various market conditions. In

addition, it is important to determine whether significant changes have resulted following the

change in marketing methods. Chapter 5 provides the necessary information for this

analysis.

60 Carter, C.,
Market, March,

An Economic Analysis of a Single North American Barley
1993, p.23.
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The following hypothesis is formulated using Carter's (1993) theoretical framework for

evaluating the effrciency component of market performance in terms of comparative

advantage and geographic distribution of economic output;

Hypothesis: The change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry

from single desk selling to the open market, resulted in a reduction of oat
productíon in some areas and greater specialization by some producers in
good oat growing areas. Higher qualÌty oat productton destined for the
human consumption market would be expected to increase in those oreas
maintaining a comparative advantage. By adjusting to comparatíve
advantage and to specialization signals, oat production should become
geographically concentrated in favour of good oat growing regions.

E) Producer Returns

Following Schmitz's (1993) rationale, theory demonstrates that a monopolist has the

potential to extract higher than normal returns from the marketplace. Based on this premise,

Schmitz attempts to ascertain whether the C'WB was able to extract higher than normal

returns from the Canadian and U.S. markets for malting barley. He does so by looking at

lwo comparisons of retums received by Canadian and U.S. producers of malting bariey.

The first comparison uses historic Minneapolis malting barley prices relative to prices paid

by the CWB to farmers.6r The second type of comparison Schmitz uses is a comparison of

annual differences using weighted average prices for malting and feed barley received by

6r The Minneapolis price data is simple averaged annual prices converted to
Canadian dollars at the Bank of Canada average noon spot rate from June l st -
June lst. The CtilB ftnal rcalized pool price are basis in store Thunder Bay.
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U.S. farmers. The series includes prices received for contracted barley and prices received

in the cash market weighted by the volumes sold under each marketing method. Schmitz

argues that such a weighted average of prices is more compatible with the CWB data and

provides a truer picture of the average incentive that exits to grow malting barley in the U.S.

As a result of these price comparisons, Schmitz conciudes that the CWB was able to obtain

substantial price premiums for barley sales.62

Carter also compares CWB prices received by farmers against domestic feed barley prices

over a seventeen year time frame. In this series, Carter finds that the average CWB price was

3 percent higher than the open market. In a second comparison, Carter compares CWB

returns to Minneapolis feed barley prices. His calculations reveal that, on average, over the

1975-1992 period. the Minneapolis price was 4 percent higher than the price Canadian

farmers received from the C'W8.63

The CWB has argued that the initial payment is only apartialpayment of producer returns

and that producers should compare their total CWB payments to U.S. spot returns.6a In order

to demonstrate that the presence of a price pooling system in Western Canada has provided

62 Schmitz,4., Gray, R., Ulrich, 4., A Continental Barley Market: Where are
the Gains?, Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics 41:260.

63 Carter, C., The Economics of a Single North American Barley Market,
Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics 4t:248.

6a Brooks, H., First, Let's Assume We Have a Can Opener., Canadian Journal
of Agricultural Economics 4I:272.
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a measure of price stability to the domestic user and processor of feedgrains, the CWB

provides a comparison of intra-crop year price variability of the Alberta off-board barley

market and state average barley prices in Montana.65 The CWB argues that a price

relationship exists between the average Alberta off-board market price and the CWB final

return. This comparison concludes that the off-board price tracks the pool return with

relatively small discounts and premiums, whereas the Montana state barley prices are nearly

twice as variable as barley prices within Alberta.66

"In Western Canada, feed wheat, barley and oats form a feedgrain complex. All of these

crops are used as livestock feed. Within the feeding requirements of livestock, these

feedgrains can also substirute for one another. This implies that an equilibrium relationship

should exist among feedgrain prices. One would not expect the feedgrain prices to wander

too far from one another since, if they did, relatively cheap feedgrain would be substituted

for relatively more expensive feedgrain. This in turn, would lead to an increase in the

demand (and therefore the price) of the cheaper feedgrain and a decrease in the demand (and

65 The variability of domestic barley prices are compared against the Montana
price series using a simple standard deviation of monthly average prices within
each crop year. Canadian Wheat Board, Performance of a Single Desk Marketing
Organization in the North American Barley Market, Revised December, 1992,
Table 5,p. 47.

66 The Canadian Wheat Board, Performance of a Single Desk Marketing
Organization in the North American Barley Market, Revised December, 1992,
p. 8.
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therefore the price) of the relatively more expensive feedgrain until the equilibrium

relationship among feedgrain prices is reestablished."6T

Clark argues that there edsts an equilibrium price relationship among feedgrain prices, and

while these relationships exist due to economic forces, these relationships also reflect

prevailing government policies. in the context of his study, Clark applies the Lucas (1976)

critique6s to the Western Canadian feedgrain market in order to determine whether the CWB

had an impact on market prices. Specifically, Clark argues that if single desk selling by the

CWB has no impact, the Lucas critique would be irrelevant because single desk selling

would not affect the equilibrium relationship among feedgrain prices. In order to test his

hypothesis, Clark uses daily Saskatchewan Wheat Pool street prices for feed wheat, feed

barley and oats.

The Canadian Wheat Board Act gave the CWB responsibilities directly related to the prices

paid to oat producers.6e

-To market wheat, oqts, and barley, grown in [4/estern Canada, to the best advantage
of grain producers.

67 Clark, J.S., Single Desk Selling by the Canadian Wheat Board: Does it have
an Impact? Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics 43 (1995) 228.

68 The Lucas critique argues that if a government policy influences an

equilibrium relationship. then this policy must be built into that equilibrium
relationship.

6e Grains & Oilseeds, Handling, Marketing, Processing. Canadian
International Grains Institute. Third Edition 1982, p. 94.
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-To provide price stability to prairie grain producers through an annual "pooling,,
or pric e -av er aging sys tem.

An examination of oat producer returns should be viabie from the available data. Similar

comparisons of cash grain prices relative to CWB producer returns made by Schmitz, Carter,

and by the CWB, can be made for oats. In addition, a comparison of oat prices relative to

feed barley prices is made before and after the structurai change in the marketing system.

This comparison is guided by Clark's proposition that feedgrain price relationships may be

distorted by a single desk marketing structure.

A number of hypotheses can be formulated using the theoretical framework for evaluating

producer retums in the context of the Western Canadian oat industry. The following

hypotheses are formulated based on the studies of Clark (1995), Carter (1993), CWB

Performance Analysis (1992), and Schmitz (1993);

Hypotltesis: The Cll/B was able to extract higher than normal returns for Western Canadian
oat producers from sales in the CanadÌan and export markets.

Hypotltesis: The change in the marketing structure of the lØestern Canadian oat industry
from single desk selling towards the open market resulted in an increase in the price ratio
of oats relative to feed barley.

Hypotltesis: The change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry
from single desk selling towards the open market resulted in a convergence in the price ratio
of Canadian oats relative to the UnÌted States.
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F) Product Differentiation

One of the main arguments in favour of open market trading for oats has focused upon the

growing potential of niche markets. This analysis is compromised by other events. At about

the same time that oats was removed from the CWB, a transition in the grading system for

oats occurred. "In 1989, the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC) responded to private

industry's requests to bring Canada's grading system for oats more in line with our biggest

customer, the U.S. market. At that time, the U.S. and Canadian grading standards were

incongruous. In order to maximize returns to producers, the Canadian system required

changes. "70

Turve¡r (1993), identifies product differentiation as an economic element of market conduct

that must be examined in the context of market performance evaluations, "The structure of

an industry in terms of concentration and inte$ation between markets is influenced not only

by the causal factors mentioned previously but also by the conduct of the industry as

captured by pricing policies and product differentiation."Tr

70 Strychar, Randy, Canadian Oats: A Success Story, p.2, 1994.

7r Turvey, C.G., Chen, K., Weersink,4., and Goddard, E., Economics of
Structural Change in Agriculture, Canadian Joumal of Agricultural Economics.
Volume 41, Number 41 (Part 1), 1993.
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Jones' (1994), article addresses the ineffrciencies of a single desk marketing structure in

terms of impeding product growth, "For too long the CWB focus on volume sales has

impeded innovation atrd creativity in the market place for commodities like oats."72

Effects of the oats grading system change must be evaluated and the forces behind the

change need to be determined in order to adequately assess the market performance of the

V/estern Canadian oat industry. The following hypothesis is formulated based on the

statements made by Turvey and by Jones in their analyses of the relationship between

pro duct differenti ation and market performanc e ;

Hypothesis: The open market has encow'aged product dffirentiation in the Western
Canadian oat industry, and has allowed producers to capture premiums on
high quality oats.

Summary

This Chapter develops a framework of analysis that can be used to evaluate the performance

of the Western Canadian oat industry following a structural change in the underlying marker

organization. Building from a general framework of industrial market structure and for

economic performance evaluations outlined by Turvey (1993), the Chapter sets out to

identify relevant testable economic criteria that can be used in the performance evaluation

of the'Westem Canadian oat industry. Guided by Turvey's framework of analysis for market

performance evaluations, specific economic criteria are extracted from supplementary studies

72 Jones, S., Look What We've Done With Our Oats, (1994) p.8.
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that evaluate market performance in the context of structural market change. Individual tests

of hypotheses for each of the selected economic criteria are then formulated based on

theoretical perspectives of moving from a single desk selling market structure to open market

trading.

The next two chapters deal exclusively with the examination of those criteria necessary to

arrive at a competent judgment regarding the economic performance of the Western

Canadian oat industry under two opposing marketing systems.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Introduction

The previous Chapter establishes a model that can be used to analyze the structural changes

resulting from the reorganization of the market. Guided by the framework of analysis, the

intention of this Chapter is to illustrate and to evaluate the chosen performance criteria.

A) Welfare Loss

Figure 6 a arÅ å is comprised of four panels, each calculating the welfare losses associated

with CWB central desk monopoly control under four demand elasticity scenarios. The

calculationsT3 made for Equation 5, utilize #1 C.W. data for sales destined to the Canadian

human consumption market. 7a

The f,rrst Panel of Figure 6 employs an inelastic demand coeff,rcient of -.7 estimated by

Schmitz et al. (1993) for domestic feed barley. Under this scenario the welfare losses are

rather insignificant, ranging from a low of 557 ,751 to a high of only $1.4 million dollars.

However, most economists would agree that the domestic demand elasticity for oats is

unlikely to be inelastic.

t' See Appendix 2.

7a Remember that all sales destined for food and export markets had to be

approved by the CWB.
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Panel B demonstrates the welfare loss under Scherer's (1970) unitary elastic demand

reasoning. Although the unitary elastic demand assumption for oats may be considered by

some to be low, it does provide an origin for the welfare loss calculations. Although slightly

higher than the inelastic case scenario, the welfare losses still remain rather small. In the

latter years however, calculated losses reach an estimated $1.2 million in 1986-1987, and $2

million in 1988-1989.

In subsequent panels of Figure 6, elastic demand coefficient estimates that were made for

feed barley and wheat. are utilized as proxies for the oat market.75 In Panei C, a demand

elasticity coefficient of -3.0 was utilized.T6 Subsequently welfare losses under this scenario,

are calculated at substantially higher levels. For example, welfare losses attributed to central

desk monopoly are calculated at $1.8 million in i981-1982,52 million in 1982-1983, and

increase steadily from $2.2 million in 1985- 1986 to a high of $6. I million in the final crop

year.

75 See Carter, 1989 and Schmitz 1990. Wheat and barley demand elasticity
estimations can be used as proxies because the demand elasticity for oats is
considered to be significantly higher than both wheat and barley estimations.

tó See conclusions of typical elasticity estimates utilized by Alston, Gray, and
Sumner., The Wheat War of 1994. Canadian Joumal of Agricuiture Economics,
Volume 42, Number 3,p.240.
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The f,rnal panel of Figure 6 (Panel D), is calculated using a slightly higher estimate of the

domestic demand elasticity. A coeffrcient of -5.7477 generates the highest estimates of

welfare loss attributed to central desk monopoly.tt If this estimate of the demand elasticity

is employed, then the welfa¡e losses attributed to the CWB over this period range from $474

thousand in the 1979-1980 crop year, to $11.7 million dollars in 1988-1989. With the

exception ofthe 1983-1984 and 1984-1985 crop years, welfare losses have ranged between

$3.4 to $3.8 million over the 1981-1983 period, and $4.2 to $6.9 million over rhe 1985-1988

period.

The results of Figure 6 demonstrate an overall increase in welfare losses attributed to

monopoly desk selling under four demand elasticity scenarios. The 1979-1980 crop year

earmarks the lowest estimates of welfare losses attributed to the CWB. Increasing up until

1982-1983, welfare losses were restored to lower levels in 1983-1984 and 1984-1985.

However, since the 1985-1986 crop year, welfare losses attributed to monopoly desk selling

have escalated to unprecedented levels. The highest of these estimations occurred during the

final crop year of centnlized marketing for oats in 1988-1989.

77 See for example; Carter, C. and W. Gardiner (eds). Elasticities in
International Agricultural Trade. Boulder: Westview Press. 1988.

78 Specific data for domestic oat demand elasticities were unavailable.
Therefore, domestic demand estimations for wheat and barley were utilized as

proxies. Most economists would agree that the demand elasticity for oats is
estimated to be substantially higher than those estimates for wheat and barley. In
addition, since the relationship between the welfare loss and the demand elasticit_v
coefficient 8d in Equation 6 of Figure 3 is of a linear nature, a sufficient range of
welfare losses have been estimated in Figure 4.
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The fluctuation in welfare loss scenarios is attributed to the price differentials and the

distortion rate coefficient (t) of Equation 6 in Figure 5. Although Qhas remained relatively

constant over this duration, the same cannot be said with regards to P and t. Changes in

price levels directly result in welfare loss fluctuations. However, the major factor

contributing to the welfare loss increases associated to the CWB is the result of the price

distortion (t) betvreenmonopoly price levels and WCE price levels.

The range of welfare losses calculated in Figure 6 provide a good indication of the rising

inefficiencies resulting from a central desk monopoly. Although higher demand eiasticity

estimates are suggested in the literature,Te the range of coefficients presented in Figure 6 is

sufficient in establishing an upward trend in welfare losses attributed to control over

marketing. The results thus support the hypothesis that the single desk marketing

responsibilities of the CWB for oats destined to the domestic human consumption market,

resulted in Canadian consumer welfare losses.

B) Demand Forces and Changes in Consumption Patterns

The purpose of this section is to determine the trend of oat utilization in Canada.

particular, the analysis attempts to ascertain whether a change has occurred in

7e For examples see Carter (1993), Schmitz et al. (i993), Veeman (1993),
Alston, Gray, and Sumner (1994), Blanford (i988), Ahmadi-Esfahani (1989), and
results from Alston, Carter, Green and Pick (1990) suggest that domestic demand
elasticity for aggregate wheat estimates range from a low of -.7 to a high of -20.7.
In fact, estimates between -15 and -19.7 were not uncommon.

In

the
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composition of total domestic oat usage following the structural change in marketing

methods.

Figure 7 provides an account of the total domestic use between 1981 and 1994. In Panel A,

the fi¡st tend line documents total domestic oat use, while the second documents oats used

for feed. The feed market has historically been the predominant user of oats in Canada. The

proportion of oats for feed to total domestic use has varied little over this time frame.

Oat usage in Canada has declined rather significantly since 1981 from just over 3 million

metric tonnes (1981-1982) to a mere i.8 million metric tonnes in 199I-1992. More

noticeable is the sharp decline in total domestic and feed use since 1990. A drop of

approximately 640 thousand tonnes occurred between the 1990 and 1992 crop years. This

decrease was alleviated somewhatin 1994 when levels surpassed 2 million metric tonnes.

Human consumption of oats and seed requirements make up the difference between total

domestic use and feed oats. Panel B of Figure 7 reveals the human consumption and seed

requirement trend over the same time duration. The pattern of usage for human consumption

has remained steady between 70 and 90 metric tonnes until the 1992-93 crop year. In 1992-

93 and again in 1993-94 human consumption for oats increased by approximately 25 percent.

Seed requirements also remained quite stable until 1988-89, fluctuating between a low of 142

thousand tonnes (1986-1987) to a peak of 179 thousand tonnes in 1988-1989.
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Following 1989, a dramatic decrease in seed requirements persisted until a substantial

recovery in 199l-1992. However, because of the overwheiming use of oats in the feed

industry, fluctuations in human consumption and seed requirements have for the most part

gone unnoticed.

Total domestic use has fallen offsince the early i980's. It is therefore difficult to determine

the resulting impact on the composition of domestic oat usage. For this reason, the specific

ratios to total domestic use are provided on the following page. The average, standard

deviation, and variances of these ratios are calculated in addition to the individual ratios by

crop year. A closer examination of these ratios and of the underlying statistical measures do

not support the hypothesis that the change in the marketing structure of the Western

Canadian oat industry resulted in a change in the composition of total domestic oat usage.

Increases in the human consumption of oats, which was forecasted in the late 80's, did not

occur until 1992-93. However, it is difficult to speculate whether this trend will continue to

rise following the 1993-1994 crop year. Regardless of the underlying market structure, it

would appear from the data that the overall demand in Canada for feed oats and for seed has

remained unchanged.
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Year Animal Human Seed Total

1981-82 .9t95 .0261 .0543 .9998

1982-83 .9285 .0255 .0457 .9996

1983-84 .9259 .0234 .0503 .9997

I 984-85 .9136 .0271 ,0s86 .9993

1985-86 .9167 .0260 .0566 .9993

t986-87 .9r 83 .0298 .051I .9992

I 987-88 .9t57 .0269 .0556 .9982

1988-89 .8893 .0376 .0728 .9998

Average .9159 .0278 .0556 .9994

Standard Deviation ,01r9 .0044 .0081

Variance ,0001 .0000 .0001

Structural Break Animal Human Seed Total

1989-90 .9055 .0393 .0549 .9997

I 990-9 I .9230 .0303 .0450 .9983

1991-92 .8887 .0327 .0754 .9968

t992-93 .8629 .0599 .0752 .998 r

1993-94 .8803 .0472 .0720 .9994

Average .8921 .0419 .0645 .9984

Standard Deviation .0231 .0120 .0138

Variance .0005 .0001 .0002

Figure 7, Table l. Source: Grain Trade of Canada

Ratios to Total Domestic Use

C) Exports

The purpose of this section is to examine Canadian oat export volumes over the period of

198l-1994, and to determine whether any significant change in these volumes can be

attributed to the change in the marketing structure.
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Figure 8 a and å is comprised of four panels. Total exports and exports to the United States

are presented in Panel A. The United States is by far the largest market destination for

Canadian oats. Exports to the United States have increased substantially since 1985-1986.

Record levels of oat exports were achieved in consecutive crop years during the 1988-1990

period. However, in 1990-1991 and again in 1991-1992, exports to the United States

dropped off significantly. In the final t'wo years, exports to the U.S. have surpassed all

previous export levels.

Japan is Canada's second largest customer for Canadian oats. Panel B of Figure 8,

demonstrates the dramatic increase in exports destined to the Japanese market. Similar to

the United States, Canadian exports to Japan increased substantially after 1985. From a mere

2,400 metric tonnes in 1985-1986,Japanhas consistently imported more than 20,000 metric

tonnes since the 1989-1990 crop year. The bulk of this increase, approximately 15,500

metric tonnes per crop year, has taken place following the 1988-1989 crop year.

Exports of Canadian oatmeal and rolled oats witnessed a more dramatic change. In Panel

C of Figure 8, total exports of oatmeal and rolled oats are plotted alongside exports to the

United States. Until 1987, Canadian exports of oatmeal and rolled oats were essentially non-
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Canadian Oat Exports

Crop Years

Metric Tonnes (Thousands)

Panel A

Panel B

Crop Years

Figure 8a

Source: Grain Tiade of Canada
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existent. Although exports grew during the 1988-1989 crop year, levels fell off again in

1989-1990. The most dramatic change came between 1990 and 1994, when exports of

oatmeal and rolled oats climbed from just over 5,000 metric tonnes in 1989-1990, to over

27,000 and 50,000 metric tonnes in 1992-1993, 1993-94 respectively. The increase is

attributed almost entirely to rising United States imports.

Central America, and South America make up the remaining export portion of oatmeal and

rolled oats. Since i991 Central America has imported an increasing amount of Canadian

oatmeal and rolled oats. Following a similar pattem of exports, the South American market

remained dormant until 1989. Since this time, exports have increased considerably.

Oat exports have grown since 1985.80 Since the 1987-1988 crop year, the rate of growth has

increased substantially. Exports of Canadian oatmeal and rolled oats witnessed an

extraordinary surge in sales to the United States and to South America following 1989-90.

Although it is difficult to establish a conclusive determinant for the overall increase in oat

exports, it would appear that private sector agents were more successful in ferreting out and

serving niche markets for value-added products such as oat meal. This would support

Veeman's (1993) proposition that by allowing the market structure to permit a number of

traders to seek out market opporfunities, would likely result in increased sales to these

markets. The export volume data presented in this section thus supports the hypothesis that

80 Over the same period exports of wheat increased by 14 percent and barley
exports fell by i 1.6 percent. Canadian Wheat Board Annual Reports.
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a change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry from single desk

selling to the open market, resulted in increased exports of Canadian oats to the United States

and to the rest of the world.

D) Supply and Disposition

The purpose ofthis section is to examine the supply and disposition ofthe Vy'estem Canadian

oat industry before and after the structural change in marketing methods. The main objective

is to test Carter's hypothesis that a move from single desk selling towards the open market

would involve an adjustment to comparative advantage and to specialization signals, and that

production would become geographically concentrated.

The analysis begins by providing a brief overview of the Western Canadian oat market yield,

acreage: and production statistics. Shortly thereafter, the focus of the analysis then

concentrates upon the geographical distribution ofharvested acreage and production across

the Prairie provinces.

I) Yield

Figure 9 examines the yield statistics for oats across the Western Provinces. The first Panel

of Figure 9 plots'Western provincial yield statistics alongside findings for the entire country.

The range of data between 1981 and 1994, detect a low of 1,800 in 1984, to a high of 2,700
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kilograms per hectare in 1993. The data also suggest comparable yield measurements across

the country. Panel B of Figure 9 provides a Westem provincial analysis over a ten year

period. Although the pattem of data is difficult to follow, a close inspection uncovers similar

yield patterns for Alberta and British Columbia. Comparable yield results between Manitoba

and Saskatchewan are also evident. It is fair to say that prior to 1989 Alberta and British

Columbia maintained a comparative advantage over Manitoba and Saskatchewan in terms

of yield. However, since this time, the Saskatchewan and Manitoba yields have improved

dramatically and are now comparable to yield results for Alberta.

ii) Area

Figure 10 provides an examination of the oat acreage in Canada. The total number of oat

hectares in Canada and the Prairie provinces are plotted simultaneously in Panel A. The

most noticeable element arising from this Figure is the dominance of the Prairie provinces.

Over the entire period (1981-1994),the Prairies have accounted for between 77 and83

percent of the total area in Canada devoted to oat production. As a result of this dominance,

the series depicting acreage in Canada parallels the Prairie measurement.

More specifically, the area devoted to oat production in Canada has averaged 1.3 million

hectares over the 198I-1994 period. The Prairie average over the same duration has been

approximately 1.1 million hectares. Excluding 1991 from the data set, the Canadian and

Prairie average climbs to 1.4 and 1.3 million hectares respectively.
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Panel B of Figure 10 isolates the Vy'estern provincial analysis. A total of five series are

plotted in this Panel. The uppermost series reports total area in Western Canada, while the

remaining four series account for the individual Western provinces. The results of this

particuiar $aph are significant because it ranks the provinces in order of total area devoted

to oats. For example, Alberta has historically had the largest area devoted to oats, followed

by Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and finally British Columbia. In the final year of data, area in

Saskatchewan surpassed Alberta for the f,rrst time.

Although ranking first in oat yield, the area devoted to oats in British Columbia is

insignificant. Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba account for the preponderance of the

area devoted to oat acreage across Canada. Alberta has averaged between I and2 million

hectares each year. Saskatchewan has averaged between 500 and 600 thousand hectares.

Manitoba, in third place, has averaged around 200 thousand hectares, and finally British

Columbia with 30 to 50 thousand hectares per year.

Panel C of Figure 10, explains much of the variation found in Panels A and B. It has been

established that Alberta and Saskatchewan account for, on average, between 73 and 78

percent ofthe total Canadian area devoted to oats. For these reasons, changes in overall

Canadian area totals are explained by fluctuations in Alberta and/or Saskatchewan. In 1989,

and 1991 for example, large fluctuations in total oat area was clearly a result of the variation

found in Alberta and Saskatchewan totals.
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Oat acreage in British Columbia and Manitoba has remained quite stable throughout the

period. Since 1990, oat acreage in Alberta has remained lower than historical levels for that

province. The area in Saskatche\¡/an on the other hand, has continued to increase particularly

since 1991 . In 1994, Saskatchewan became the leading province in the amount of area

devoted to oat production.

iii) Production

A broad illustration of Canadian oat production is displayed in three panels of Figure 1 1.

Oat production between 1981 and 1994 for Canada and the Prairies is plotted in Panel A.

Panel B compares Western provincial totals with overall Prairie oat production. The series

depicting Prairie production is removed in the final panel in order to examine each of the

Western provinces separately.

The Prairie provinces account for approximately 85 percent of the oat production in Canada.

In 1991, oat production fell off dramatically due to extremely low price levels during the

seeding period. Since this time however, production has continued to grow through to 1994.

Oat production has increased in Saskatchewan and Manitoba. This can be seen in Panel C

of Figure 11. Production in Alberta has remained consistently lower than levels established

in 1988 and 1989.
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Prairie crop district data can provide a closer and more accurate examination of the

production pattems. For this reason, an inspection of the available data is in order. In order

to aid in the ensuing analysis, a crop district map is provided in Appendix 3.

iv) Prairie Crop District Analysis

a) Harvested Area

The intention of this section is to examine the Prairie provincial patterns of harvested acreage

and production among crop districts between 1983 and 1994 and,to determine whether the

move from single desk selling towards the open market resulted in an adjustment to

comparative advantage and to specialization signals, and to determine whether or not

production has become geographically concentrated. The data examines the single desk

selling period of 1983-1988 against the 1989-1994 period of open marketing.

Table 1 is divided into Tables i and 14. Table 1 provides the total number of harvested oat

acreage devoted to each crop district in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The crop

district data of Table i are then converted into percent and presented in Table 14. In doing

so, it is much easier to visualize those crop districts constituting the largest area devoted to

oat acreage among the provinces. Table 14, for example, demonstrates that the Northwest,

Central, and Southwest crop districts constitute approximately 80 percent of the area

harvested for oats, and thus form the main oat harvesting regions of Manitoba. In Manitoba

and of particular significance, is a large percentage increase in the harvested oat acreage in

the Central district. The data demonstrates that the 1989-1994 percentage share in the
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Table I
Harveated Oal Acreage Among the Pralrle Provlncea
By Crop Dlatrlct ('000 of Acree)

MANITOBA leüt-leü tetÈt¡o.
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CENTH^L lOe.O i3a.O t22.O lO7.O 116.0 llil.O 117.3 l{5.O too.O OO.t 170.0 læ.O 2,þ.o l5l.¡
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Table 1A
Harvealed Oat Acreage Among the P¡alrle Provlnces
By Crop Dlalrlct (Percenlage '000 ol Acrea)

MANITOBA reô:t-teor tecr-teg.
Crop Oltilol l0ül l9ôl tgôlt leôt l9ôt lOCt AFr.g. teôg teoo tg9t tgt2 leql 1t0{ Arlr¡.
8OU¡HWE8T g,l.gt3 2e.õta 32.9r 3(l,6t3 3l.tta ?ø.al 3l.O'( 2A.2* 32.3X 3¡.7X 3l.Sta Ð.î* 20.2,ll Ít.fi
NORlHTrEEl ?2.t* 21.AX 2ô.6tß 22.O* 19,ôra ?2.lta 22.9* 2().Ot3 22.8X te.gra t,a.ûr3 20.3tú t7.tt3 te.$a
GENIÍì^L 10.ôta Ìa.6* 22.2A ?3.A* 6.21 2r.a* 23.6:t 29.Otß ?5.3X 21.G* 37.3X æ.7ta 3ô.9* lt.tta
Ë^!¡IÊBN 9.ôt3 g.lt3 c,lf lo.9t6 I l.8t6 g.gt( lo.lta lo./¡f ô.3'. g.3tÍ 6.6X ô.6tß |O.OX ô.ûrl'
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Central region climbed by 7 .3 percent over the 1983-1988 average. The data shows little

change in the Northwest and Southwest districts, but small declines are noticeable in the

Eastern and Interlake regions.

Harvested oat acreage in Saskatchewan increased dramatically in the period of open

marketing. The data in Table 1 demonstrates an overall average increase in harvested oat

acreage between the 1983-1988 and 1989-1994 period. It is interesting to note that harvested

oat acreage increased in all districts except for in the 7th District, where a small avercge

decline has been evident.

Northem Alberta is the largest oat harvesting region in the province. Districts 4A,4B, 5,6,

and,7 account for approximately 82 percent of the total Alberta acreage. An examination of

the data shows little change in dominance among these crop districts over both time frames.

The only noticeable change in Alberta is evident in the Northwestern District 7. Since the

1983-1988 period, the percentage share of harvested acreage in District 7 increased by 6.7

percent. This increase has come about at the expense of slight decreases in six of the seven

remaining districts.

b) Production

Table 2 is divided into Tables 2 and2{. Overall production by crop district is tabulated in

Table 2. Tltetotals are then used to calculate the percentage values by district in Table 24.
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Table 2
Oat Productlon Among lhe Pralrle Provlnce e
By Crop Dletrlct ('000 of Tonnee)

MANlTOBA
Crop Ol¡ùlol t9ô3
SOUIHWESÍ l¡ß.,1

NORIHWEST Eo.ô

CENÍR^L 8/t.3

EASIERN 3A.A

SASKATCHEWA¡¡ tga:r.teô6 tgr$,tge{
CtoP Dl¡tlol l0A3 19ô{ 19ôú 10!6 10ô7 10ôô Anrrgr l9ô9 t00O 1091 1092 1093 lg0{ 

^v.r.g.al 08.0 3ô.o 7r.o 125.0 00.1 6.r.0 76.õ 05.3 oo.2 ¡0.6 tæ.0 t62.0 to3,g to6.{
12 30.0 l7.o 20.0 40.o 30.0 20.6 N.1 37.0 35.3 to.3 3S.5 12.6 6t.2 .t2.5

a3 05.9 r9.o I r.0 65.0 71.0 3s.ô 4,r.ô 84.4 70.ô .r5.ô 7t.3 87.t qt.7 ñr.8
,1 35.0 ,l.O .a.O 2ô.O 20.2 1,1.6 r0.3 42.ô 31.6 2û.6 12.1 3.1.3 t5.8 2î.2
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2 11.O 30.0 12.A 82.5 s4.t 53.0 6t.7 54.0 50.8 .a0.0 45.9 a4.6 2e.5 .t5.3
3 121.7 ¡3.7 28.1 123.0 94.1 f,t.O E4.t t30.t 0t.3 ¡7.3 07.9 84.6 oO.3 80.,t
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It has already been established that Manitoba ranks third among the Prairie provinces in oat

production. Over the entire 1983 through 1994 period, approximately 80 percent of the

production in Manitoba has been derived in the Southwest, Central, and Northwest crop

districts.

The oat production pattem in Manitoba has changed since 1988. Production of oats in the

Northwest, Interlake, and Eastern regions has fallen off. After I99I,large production

increases in the magnitude of 180 thousand tonnes resulted in the Central district. Over the

two marketing stratagems. production in the Central district grew by thirfy three percent over

long term average production totals.

Oat production in Saskatchewan is dominated by Districts 9, 5, and 1. Collectively these

three districts account for approximately 60 percent of the oat production in the province.

Historically, District t has had the largest production, followed by District 5 and then

District 1. However, since 1988 District 5 has become the largest oat producing region in

the province.

Saskatchewan production has dramatically increased. Since the 1983-1988 period, oat

production has increased by an average of235.8 thousand tonnes, or by 28 percent. An even

higher increase of 35 percent is revealed when the 1991 data is excluded.sr

8r Oat prices during February and March of 1991 fell to historical lows. Thrs

resulted in a shift away from oats across the Prairie provinces towards other
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The increase in Saskatchewan's production has been the result of large production increases

in Districts 1 through 6, and in District 8. These increases are evident in Table 2. In terms

of the percentage share of production among crop districts, very little has transpired.

Although large production increases have resulted in Saskatchewan, it is diffrcult to attribute

the changes to selective districts in terms of percentage shares.

The pattem of oat production has not changed quite so dramatically in Alberta. Districts 48,

5, 6, and 7 constitute 75 percent of the total provincial production and thus dominate the oat

production in Alberta. Overall oat production in Alberta has remained consistent, fluctuating

by only 35 thousand tonnes over the 1983-88 and 1989-1 994 averages. A visual inspection

of Table 24, demonstrates that the only significant change in Alberta has been a 7.8 percent

production percentage share increase in District 7. This translates into a 35 percent overall

increase since 1989. For the most part however, District 6 remains to be the dominate oat

producing region in terms of both harvested acreage and production.

v) Crop District Data Synopsis

In Manitoba, harvested area and production increased substantially in the Central district,

while decreased activity was reported in the Interlake, Northwest, and Eastern districts.

Harvested acreage and production increased dramatically in most parts of Saskatchewan.

grains. For this reason harvested acreage and production levels in 1991 were

significantly lower than previous levels. In most cases harvested acreage and

production across the Prairie crop districts fell by between 30 to 52 percent.
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Only DistrictT of Saskatchewan reported slight decreases in both harvested acreage and

production. In Albert4 harvested area and production were noticed to have increased in only

one of the seven districts. This occurred in the Northwestern District 7 . In the remaining

districts, very little change can be reported.

In order to adequately test whether a significant change in harvested acreage and production

occurred, statistical hypothesis testing of the individual crop districts is employed. The data

used for the T-statistic tests of hypothesis is found in Appendix 4. This particular test can

be used to determine whether statistically significant differences in harvested acreage and

production have resulted over two time frames. The time frames that are of concern is the

1983-1988 period of single desk selling versus the 1989-1994 period of open market trading.

The testing procedure assumes that the data is normally distributed, ffid therefore is

unaffected by the underlying market structure in either period. Each crop district is tested

before and after the structural change in the market. In the case of Manitoba, the crop

districts reported earlier in Tables I and2, are divided into 12 separate districts in order to

provide for more accurate results. These sub-divided districts can be refened to in Appendix

a).
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In order to detect for statistically significant changes in harvested area and in production

patterns as a result of the change in the market structure, the null hypothesis is formulated

in the following manner:

Ho z(Ar-Ur) =0

Specified in this way, the change in the market structure in August of 1989 should not result

in significant differences in harvested acreage or production. The null hypothesis is thus

tested against the alternative hypothesis:

Ha: (A r-Ur) + 0

In this particular case the crop district data renders the use of the T-test statistic. The test

statistic is formulated by:

Test støtisticz t =
(xr-xr) -Do

S2p1--1-+1¡
flt nz

where

s"p =
(zr-1)s', * (nr-l)s',

nt+nz-Z

and

a,t- ,.s)
(nt*nz-2) degrees of freedom. (10)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

based on
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The results of these tests are presented in Table 3.

In the case of Manitoba, statistically significant changes in harvested acreage and production

have occurred in Districts 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12. Signifrcant increases in harvested acreage

have resulted in the Central district which is comprised of Districts 7 and 8. Although

production increases in district 8 fall outside of the rejection region, the data reveal

statistically significant increases in total production for the Central district since 1988. The

T-values for District 10 show a significant decrease in both harvested acreage and

production, while results for Districts 11 and 12 are mixed. In district 11 for example,

production has increased dramaticaily whereas in District l2 harvested acreage has fallen off

rather significantly since i988.

The results for Saskatchewan are even more dramatic and represent the greatest change that

has occurred in terms of the geographical redistribution of the Western Canadian oat

industry. Although the data of Appendix 4 demonstrates an increase in harvested acreage

and production in each of the crop districts, oat production since the change in the market

structure has been focussed in the south-east/central region of the province. Districts 1, 2,

3, and 6 have all undergone significant increases in both harvested acreage and production

since the 1983-1988 period. Although enorrnous increases in harvested acreage and

production are evident in District 5, the statistical test fails to conclude that these changes

have been statistically significant. This is because the largest of the increases have occurred

in the last two years resulting in a large standard deviation in both harvested acreage and
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Table 3
Test Statistic Results for Prairie Crop District
Harvested Acreage and Production

Manítoba Reported T Values
Harvested Acreage

Reported T Values
ProductionCrop Distict

{.31 {.58
2 0.69 4.17
3 0.00 -0.78
4 0.91 0.33
5 0.44 1.68
6 0.88 0.24
7 -L9+ -¿-.>.J

I -r.86 1.74
ô 0.00 -0.66

10 t<Å 2.11

11 -1.30 -2.15
12 lo< 0.48

SaskatClewen Reported T Values

Harvested Aseaoe
Reported T Vajues

ProductionCrop Distici
1 -2.82 -2.O7

2 -244 -2.æ
-t ol -2.U'

4 €.81 -1.V¿

1.67 1.63
6 -2.79 -2.42
7 {.36 4.33
I 1.80 -1.63
I 1.43 -1.41

Alberta Reported T Values

Harvested Acreage
Reported T Vaiues

ProductionCrop Distict
1 0.14 4.04
2 o.71 0.60
.t 0.43 0.14

4A 0.79 0.67
48 {.19 4.25

1.63 0.97
6 1.12 0.82
7 3.11 -2.3s

Where the Rejection Region is Defined by:

t.}zs ='2.262 at 95Vo Confrdence
+

t.Os ='1.833 at 90Vo Confidence
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production. Because the test statistic of Equation 8 must consider the pooled variance for

both marketing periods, the enormous increases that have occurred in District 5 particularly

in 1993 and again in 1994, have the effect of deflating the overall T-value reported in Table

3. As a result, the changes in District 5 fall outside of the rejection region and no significant

changes in harvested acreage nor production is reported.

The structural change in the market has not resulted in a signif,rcant change in Alberta's

overall harvested acreage and production. The T-values of Table 3, demonstrate that the

only significant change that has occurred since the 1983-1988 period has been in the

Northwestern District 7. With T-values calculated at -3.1i and -2.35 for harvested acreage

and production respectively, the increase in both harvested acreage and production can be

deemed statistically significant at the 95 percent level of confidence. The remaining T-

values demonstrate that very little change in either direction has resulted in the remainder of

the province.

Another interesting way to examine the crop district data is to look at the production ranking

among the Prairie provinces and to compare the data across the two rrrarketing periods.

Table 4 ranks the crop districts intraprovincially in order to demonstrate how production has

changed within the individual provinces. Table 4 also examines the interprovincial Prairie

production ranking among crop districts in order to see whether any meaningful changes

have transpired.
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Table 4
Production Ranking within the Provinces

Alberta Districts

Rank 1983-88 t989-1994

First 6 6

Second 5 7

Third 4B 5

Fourth 7 4B

Saskatchewan Districts

Rank 1983-88 r989-r994

First 9 5

Second 5 9

Third I I

Manitoba Districts

Rank 1983-88 1989-1994

First Southwest Central

Second Central Southwest

Third Northwest Northwest

Production Ranking Among the Prairies

Rank 1983-1988 1989-1994

First Alberta 6 Alberta 6

Second Alberta 5 Alberta 7

Third Alberta 4B Alberta 5

Fourth Saskatchewan 9 Saskatchewan 5

Fifth Alberta 7 Alberta 48

Sixth Alberta 4A Saskatchewan 9

Seventh Saskatchewan 5 Manitoba Central

Eighth Manitoba Southwest Manitoba Southwest

Ninth Manitoba Central Alberta 4A

Tenth Manitoba Northwest Saskatchewan I
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In Alberta, District 6 has maintained its rank in terms of Alberta's overall oat production

across both marketing periods. District 7 however, has vaulted from number fourth position

to the second position in terms of regional oat production. The only significant change in

Saskatchewan has been a reversal between Districts 9 and 5, while District 1 maintains its

third position. As the T-Stat test of Table 3 would indicate, there has been a significant

restructuring in Manitoba's oat industry. Under the period of single desk selling, the

Southwest district was by far Manitoba's leading oat producer. However, since 1988 the

Central district has taken over this ranking.

The interprovincial production ranking across Prairie crop districts provides an overall

picture of what has transpired under the open market. Table 4 ranks the top ten Prairie crop

districts in terms of production over the 1983-1988 and 1988-1994 period. Of particular

significance is a movement of Alberta's crop District 7 from f,rfth position under single desk

selling to second position under the open market. The increase in production that has been

seen in Saskatchewan District 5, moves it from a distant seventh position during the first

term, to third position in the latter term. In Manitoba, the Central district moves up two

positions overtaking the Southwest Manitoba district and District 4A of Alberta.

The location of Prairie oat processors can help explain much of the crop district variation that

has occurred since the structural change in the market. There are five oat processors in the

Prairie provinces. Can-Oat Milling is located in the Central district of Manitoba in the town

of Portage La Prairie. Two mills are located in Saskatchewan, Popowich Milling located
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outside of Yorkton, and Robin Hood Mills in Saskatoon. Alberta has two oat mills that

specialize in oats for human consumption, the first, Alberta Mills, located north of

Edmonton, and the second West Glen Mills, in Barhead. United Grain Growers own and

operate a "clipping" mill in Edmonton specializing in the pony oats market, while the Alberta

Wheat Pool own similar operations in Grand Prairie and Camrose. Champion Oats, the most

recent addition to the Alberta oat feed industry is also located in Grand Prairie.

Figure 12 graphs the processor locales in relation to the Prairie crop districts. Mills actively

contract farmers for delivery of high grade human consumption oats. Producers located near

processors obviously face lower transportation costs than those located further away. In

addition, protein content and grout size vary significantly from region to region, and as a

result, processors make every attempt to secure supply from nearby districts. Likewise,

preference is given to neighbouring crop districts where on-farm crop testing, research,

producer-processor interactions, and on-farm purchasing and product pick-up are easily

accomplished.

Contracting supply at farm gate has had a great impact on oat production patterns. Producers

in the Southwest and Central districts of Manitoba for example, enjoy an easy outlet for their

high quality product. The Central and Southwest districts have a comparative advantage in

growing a well developed oat groat with low moisture content and a substantially higher

protein content than can be achieved in the northern region. In the srunmer of 1991 Can Oat

began its milling operations and chose Portage La Prairie primarily for its location in terms
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of centralized location with respect to end markets, transportation costs, and the availability

of high quality oats in the Central and Southwest region of Manitoba. Can Oat executives

have indicated that they concentrate their contracting of supply along a north-westerly belt

that stretches from Central Manitoba up and into Districts I,2,3, 5, and 6 of Saskatchewan.

Their reasoning for doing so, focuses upon the availability of a consistent high quality

product, a uniform-sized oat groat, guaranteed high protein, and a low moisture content.

Saskatchewan oat producers in Districts I,2,3,5, and 6, can choose to deliver to Popowich

Milling, Robin Hood, or to Can-Oat, all of which specialize in the human consumption

market. Producers in District 9, particularly in the southern portion of the re-eion, can easiiy

deliver to Robin Hood in Saskatoon, or serve the feed industry in neighbouring Alberta.

Of the six oat milling operations in Alberta, only two are designated processors of oats

destined for the human consumption market, while the remaining fow specialize in the feed

industry. 'West Glen Mills in Barhead, and Alberta Mills just north of Edmonton, specialize

in the processing of oats for human consumption. UGG, Alberta 'Wheat Pool in Grand

Prairie and Camrose, and Champion oats also of Grand Prairie, each specialize in oats

destined for the feed market. The various locations of oat processors in Central and

Northern Alberta make it extremely easy for Alberta farmers to market their crop. The

iargest producing region is comprised of District 48, 5, 6, and 7. Farmers in Districts 48,

5, and parts of southern District 6, can choose to deliver their product to Alberta Oats, 'West

Glen Mills in Barhead, United Grain Growers in Edmonton, or to the Alberta Wheat Pool
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in Camrose. It should be noted that although Alberta Oats specializes in oat processing for

human consumption purposes, it also serves as a substantial buyer/seller in the market for

pony oats.

The producers in more northern locales such as Northern District 6, and particularly

producers in District 7,have witnessed a dramatic change in end market outlets for their oats.

At the present time, United Grain Growers contracts 38 percent of the total supply in District

7 for sales destined to the pony market. United Grains Growers operate an extensive "on-

farm program" that contracts supply, in addition to on-farm pick-up and transportation of the

oats to their clipping mill in Edmonton. In addition, Champion Oats, and the Alberta Wheat

Pool in Grand Prairie, are both substantial purchasers of oats in the region, and are also

involved in on-farm contracting.

More recent events have intensified competition among supply hungry processors as mills

from the United States are now actively contracting farmers for Canadian oats. Canadian

producers located in Saskatchewan crop Districts 1,2,3,5, and 6, and in the Southwest and

Central districts of Manitoba, will surely benefit as the bulk of the U.S. oat mills are located

in Iowa and Wisconsin. Competing forces have, and will continue to shift more oat

production into the south-central Manitoba districts and into the south-central/south-eastern

districts of Saskatchewan. These regions maintain a comparative advantage in terms of

proximity to processors and to end markets. In addition, in terms of protein and moisture
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content, these regions are best suited to fulfilling the grade specification required of the

human consumption market in the United States and in Canada.

The northern region of Alberta has always experienced weather conditions favourable for

high oat yield. Using the words of Vince Bokenforh of United Grain Growers, "come

monsoon or drought, producers in Northern Alberta (District 7) do very well in terms of

yield, 100 to 120 bushels per acre is pretly well guaranteed, whereas crops such as barley

require almost ideal conditions (in this area)". High yield capabilities alongside an increased

number of end market outlets and an ever increasing export feed industry that is seeking new

varieties of oats, Alberta oat growers in Districts 6 and 7 have witnessed very favourable

market conditions on the open market.

Since i988 oat yield in Manitoba and Saskatchewan has steadily increased. Under the open

market, greater emphasis has been placed on the market opporrunities for oats in the human

consumption market. Higher yield patterns in Manitoba and Saskatchewan reflect upon

farmers' efforts to consistently produce a high quality product that is suitable for human

consumption. On-farm contracting that pays premiums for high quality oats have caused

producers to look again at the market potential of this crop as a viable contribution to their

domestic income. New incentives under the open market have resulted in a greater number

of oat varieties growing in regions where traditionally the crop was planted only as a utility

crop.
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There has been a significant geographical redistribution in harvested acreage and oat

production in the Prairie provinces. The crop district data analysis of this section,

demonstrates how these patterns have changed under the open market. Northem Alberta

specializes aimost entirely in the pony oats market, whereas southern areas of Saskatchewan

and Manitoba have since 1988, begun to specialize in high quality oat production destined

for the human consumption market. Prairie oat mills, clipping mills, and processors have

invested heavily in the oat industry. They have chosen their locations based on the proximity

of end markets and upon the availability of a high quality product that can fulfil the needs

and specifications ofend users.

The crop district analysis of this section supports the hypothesis that the change in the

marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry from single desk selling to the

open market, would result in a reduction of oat production in some areas and greater

specialization by some producers in good oat growing regions. High quality oat production

destined for the human consumption market has increased in areas that have comparative

advantages in terms of location to end-user markets, proximity to processors, the ability to

produce an oat groat with high protein content along with a low moisture content, in addition

to high yield capabilities. The increased marketing opporhrnities for the export feed market

has resulted in a greater concentration of oat production in northern Alberta in addition to

a number of new oat processing facilities. By adjusting to comparative advantage and to

specialization signals in both the feed industry and human consumption markets, oat
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production has become geographically concentrated in favour of good oat growing regions

that are capable of meeting the specific needs of the end-user.

E) Producer Returns

The purpose of this section is twofold. The first is to determine whether the CWB was able

to extract higher than normal returns for Western Canadian oat producers. Similar

comparisons by Carter, the CWB, and by Schmitz, of cash grain prices relative to CWB

producer returns are made for Western Canadian oats. Secondly, Clark's (1995), proposition

that feedgrain price relationships may be distorted by a single desk marketing structure, is

examined in the context of the Westem Canadian oat market. Specifically, the analysis tests

the hypothesis that a change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian oat industry

from single desk selling towards the open market resulted in a convergence in the price ratio

of oats relative to feed barley. The intent is to determine whether oat prices have increased

relative to barley as a result of the market restructuring. The analysis is then extended to

determine whether the structural change in the market had any significant impacts on the

relative price relationships between the prices of oats at the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange

(WCE), and the Chicago Board of Exchange (CBE).

I) Cash Grain Prices vs. CWB Producer Payments

CWB producer payments are compared against WCE and CBE cash grain prices, in order

to assess whether the CWB was able to extract higher than normal returns for V/estern

Canadian oat producers. Figure 13 examines CV/B producer payments against cash grain
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prices established at the WCE and at the CBE.82 Average cash grain prices derived from the

WCE and CBE are plotted against CWB producer payments. In order to account for the time

value of money, the CWB final payment is discounted at 5 percent per annum over an

average of six months.

Figure 13 demonstrates that the CWB producer payments did not out perform the CBE nor

the WCE. In fact, CWB producer payments were well below the established CBE prices in

all but the 1988/89 crop year. During the first few years examined in Figure 13, WCE

average cash prices were considerably higher than CWB producer payments. This trend was

reversed during the 1985-86 crop year, and CWB producer payments remained considerably

higher than WCE prices until oats were removed from the Board. It should be noted

however, that in two of the four years that CWB producer payments exceeded the WCE

established prices (and the CBE in the final year), the CWB ran deficits of $6.9 in 1985/86,

and a record 532.4 million dollar deficit in 1988i89.83 These losses were absorbed by the

Canadian Government.

82 CBE prices are presented in Canadian dollars.

83 The Western Canadian'Wheat Growers Association reacted to the CWB oats

pool deficit in 1988/89 in an April 17, 1990 news release. The final statement for
the 1988/89 oats pool showed a $32.4 million account deficit on 811,695 tonnes

of oats. This translated into a loss of $39.77 per tonne. The $24. i 9 per tonne

sales deficit, along with the $15.68 per tonne in administrative and operating
costs, will be picked up by the Federal government. It should also be noted that

Carter (1993), excludes CWB deficit years from his analysis of CWB producer

returns and prices.
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A designated oats account was authorizedby Order-in-Council on August 1, 1981.8a Oats

selected and accepted from producers for use in processing and milling for human

consumption could be delivered as "Designated Oats". CWB producer payments in this

account were significantly higher than other categories of oats. CWB producer payments for

designated oats were considerably higher than oats outside of the Designated Pool Account.

Figure 14 examines CWB producer payments from the Designated Pool against WCE and

CBE cash grain prices. CWB producer payments improved considerably over producer

payments received outside of the Designated Account. In all but two crop years (i986/87

and 1987/88), CWB producer payments exceeded average CBE and WCE established cash

prices. The WCE average cash price was signif,rcantly out performed by the Designated

Pool.

Receipts of #1 and #2 C.W. oats accounted for 52 percent of total deliveries to the Board in

the 1987i88 crop year.85 The Designated Oat Pool that operated between 1981 and 1989 was

a good attempt by the CWB to reward producers for a high quality product. The CWB also

made an efFort in dealing with processor concerns of supplying them with a consistent high

8a Canadian Wheat Board Annual Report, 1987-88 Crop Year. At the
beginning of the crop year the Board was authorized to purchase designated oats

from producers at fixed initial prices of $ 100.00 and $98.00 per tonne for Nos. 1

and2 Canada Western Oats respectively and $94.00 per tonne for No. 1 Feed

Oats. Initial prices were increased on October 26,1987, to $125.00 and $123.00
per tome for Nos. I and 2 Canada Western Oats respectively and $ 1 19.00 per
tonne for No. 1 Feed Oats.

85 Canadian Wheat Board Annual Report, i987-88 Crop Year
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quality product that could be used in processing and milling for human consumption. "As

to operating costs, it should be noted that the Designated Oats Pool, by its very nature did

not incur the handling expenses normally related to feeding grades of oats. It is not stored

by Board, being selected by the purchaser and shipped at his request from farm to processing

plant via the country elevator. As a result, the only expense attributable to such oats were

costs related to hopper cars owned by the Wheat Board and administrative charges."86

ii) Oat Price Ratios

Figure 15 examines the ratio of the six month futures settlement of oat prices on the WCE

relative to the CBE over the 1983 to 1995 period. Panel B also examines the six month

futures settlement of the ratio of oats to feed barley over the same period. A vertical line is

added to each panel in order to mark the announcement of the structural break in marketing

methods. Cash grain prices are examined in Figure 16. Panel A considers the ratio of V/CE

prices relative to the U.S. cash price. WCE prices relative to the U.S. price are plotted in

Panel B. Panel A of Figure 15 demonstrates not only an overall increase in the ratio but also

a convergence of the six month futures settlement ratio of WCE to CBE. This implies that

following the structural break in marketing methods, producers and oat market participants

have benefitted by arbitrating between the WCE and the CBE.

86 Canadian Wheat Board Annual Report, 1987-88 Crop Year.
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Prior to 1989, the CBE paid a substantial premium against what could have been attained

on the WCE. The ratio depicting the six month futures settlement prices of oats relative to

feed barley has also increased on the open market. On the open market, and in terms of the

feed grain price relationship, a premium for oats has been established relative to feed barley.

Under cental desk selling, feed barley taded at a premium relative to oats until 1988. This

tend was reversed following the change in marketing methods for oats, and on average, the

six month futures settlement price for oats has done considerably better relative to feed

barley.

Similar results are attained when examining the cash grain price experience. In Panel A of

Figure 16. the ratio of WCE to U.S. prices has increased and has become much more stable

than its experience under central desk selling. The results of Panel B are not as obvious.

Although it appears that the ratio of oats relative to feed barley has increased, an anal¡ical

test is needed in order to determine the extent of the increase.

The ratio of farmgate prices for #1 C.W. oats relative to feed barley are depicted in Figure

17. Agaín, it is unclear whether the change in marketing structure has affected the oats to

feed barley relationship. The use of a time series modelling technique will aid in

determining whether a significant change in the ratios have resulted.

Following Carter (1993), and Clark (1995), the impact of discontinuing centralized selling

should be visible in feedgrain market price relationships. A time series intervention
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modelET is capable of estimating the magnitude of change on the individual price ratios as a

result of the structural break in marketing methods.

Attention now focuses on answering the following question, given the time series history of

Figures 15 through 17 and the known intervention, is there evidence that the above ratios

have significantly increased following the change in marketing methods, and, if so, by how

much? Box and Tiao (1975), explain that generally, the /-test is applicable only if the

observations are approximately normally and independently distributed with constant

variances. These assumptions will not be met by the majority of time series data. To

develop the intervention model, it is necessary to hypothesize the effect that the change in

marketing methods may have had on the price ratios. The simplest scenario is one in which

the level of the price ratio is permanently changed by a constant amount. It is also possible

to investigate alternative hypotheses regarding the impact of the change from central desk

selling to open marketing by hypothesizing that the effect of the policy change is not to

immediately cause an immediate change in the price ratio, but to cause a more gradual

change.

According to Box and Tiao (1985), the nature of the intervention effect can be estimated by

using the analyst's knowledge of the expected behaviour that the identifiable event should

produce and by a consideration of the patterns in the ouþut obtained. The modelling process

87 See Box, G.E.P., and Tiao, G.C.,Intervention Analysis with Applications to
Economic and Environmental Problems March 1975.
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proceeds by identifuing the model form, fitting, and diagnostic checking. Using this process,

a model can be framed that describes what is expected to occur given knowledge regarding

the known intervention. The following model illustrates the type of intervention effects that

can be represented within the transfer function model framework of time series analysis.

Consider the situation where the input Zris a step function

zt (11)

Equation 1 1 represents a change or intervention occurring at time Zand remaining in effect.8s

The transfer function of the time series data is

=^sI = tÏ :i

If it is believed that the change on the price ratio is to be gradual and since X,:0 for tcT and

XFwo for t>T, the level of the ouþut series is permanently changed by wofor all future time

periods starting with period T. This can then be written as

y = 
w(B) ,r

' ô(¿) '

h,x= o sl' 1-òrB '

(L2)

(13)

88 For the Western Canadian oat industry the intervention is the January, 1989

announcement that removed the marketing of oats from under the jurisdiction of
the CWB.
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If the estimate for õ, is found to be insignificant, then this parameter may be removed from

the model, implying that the change in marketing methods impacted immediately on the

price ratio. Under this scenario, Equation 13 becomes

Xr=w,Sl (14)

The policy announcement took place January 18, 1989. Therefore the model assumes that

the first influence on the six month futures price was not sensed until the following month.

Therefore, the period of January 1983 to January 1989 is regarded as containing no

intervention effect. These months of data arc analyzed to produce a univariate model for the

noise series. The data are adjusted to account for seasonality, and the autocorrelation

function indicates that the noise series is modelled by an AR(1) for four of the price series

and by an ARMA(l,l) modelling procedure for the six month futures of oats relative to feed

barley. Inspection of the residuals and the autocorrelation functions of the time series pricing

ratios up to and excluding intervention reveal no obvious inadequacies of the model, so a

seasonally adjusted stationary model is adoptedse.

For the cash grain and farmgate price series, the period of January 1989 to August of 1989

was modelled as containing no intervention effect. This provides cash grain markets the

flexibility of functioning independently outside of potential single desk monopoly marketing

8e The sample autocorrelation functions prior to intervention suggest

stationarity. Partial autocorrelations and autocorrelation check ofresiduals are

contained in Appendix 5.
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influence. The final model used to approximate the intervention effect of removing oats

from CWB central desk authority is

(2,) =w o(B)5,

Where:

B is considered as a backshift operator such that

(1s)

By,=J,-,

The f,rnal estimates and T ratios for the parameters are shown in Table 5e0.

e0 Model identification of AR(1) and ARMA(l,l) models leading up to the

intervention point are presented in Appendix 5.
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Table 5: lntervention Model Results

Price Series W" Estimate Z Ratio

Fir I
Six Month Futures Settlement:

Ratio of V/CE to CBE Oats

I 839600 4.928362r

Fít.2
Six Month Futures Settlement:

Ratio of #1 C.W. Oats to #1 Feed

Barley

.1 I 580684 2.3282121

Fit 3

Cash Grain Prices:

Ratio of WCE to U.S. Oats

.0925630r 2.622631

Fit 4
Cash Grain Prices:
Ratio of #1 C.W. Oats to #1 Feed

Barley

.0506916 .770232

Fir 5
Farm Gate Prices:
Ratio of #l C.W. Oats to Feed

Barley

.05427348 .716850



The Zratios of Table 5 demonstrate that only three of the price series have been significantly

affected by the market restructuring. The V/" parameter and the corresponding T ratio of the

first three models (Fit 1 through Fit 3) suggest that a significant increase in the price ratios

is associated with the intervention in the market structure. The results for the six month

futures settlement of Fit 1 can be interpreted by concluding that the policy decision to

restructure the Western Canadian oat market from single desk monopoly selling to the open

market induced a permanent increase of .18396 units of the WCE to CBE oat price ratio.

Results of Fit 4 and Fit 5 are not statistically signifrcant. and therefore the model concludes

that the intervention had no impact on the ratio of oats relative to feed barley.

The intervention model results of Fit I,Fit2, and Fit 3, demonstrate that oat producers have

benefitted from the structural change in the market. Although Wo parameter estimates are

positive for Fit 4 and Fit 5, the results do not demonstrate a significant change resulting from

the market restructure.

F. Product Differentiation

The CWB marketed #I, #2, Extra #1 feed (#3), and #1 Feed oats. Recommended by the

CWB, the Federal Government established a separate Designated Oats Pool Account for

high-quality oats. The new pool became effective for the 1981-82 crop year. Until the

formation of the Designated Oat Pool, producers ran the risk that retums on high qualþ oats

would be diluted by a deficit in sales of feed oats.
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Designated oats were delivered to country elevators and shipped in carlots direct to the

United States. In other cases, designated oats were shipped to the U.S. via Thunder Bay

terminals. Under the CWB, exports of designated oats to the United States primarily came

from the province of Alberta. Cool, moist weather conditions,er compounded with cheap

freight rates under the Crow Rate, helped to encourage oat production in northern Alberta.

The Designated Pool Account, for a time, curtailed the shortage of high-grade oats required

by the food processing industry. However, U.S. processors remained unsatisfied with the

quality of the final product arriving through Thunder Bay and buyers priced their bids to the

bottom of the Canadian grade scale.e2

To illustrate, a typical sale to a U.S. processor can have the following specifications:

Canadion Oats, 45 lbs, 97/1/1/1, 1326 moisture

The first part of these specifications, 45 lbs, relates to the test weight. American buyers "rate

the test weight of Canadian oats as one of their best characteristics for milling purposes.

Naturally, the higher the weight the better, as it will improve the yield in their milling plants

er Cool, moist conditions in northern Aiberta allow for a larger more plump
kernel than is growlr in the more southern Prairie regions of Canada.

e2 See James, Terry, and Cretney, Jim, Marketing Requirements: Domestic and

Export, Oat Symposium Proceedings, September 6 and 7, 1989, Ottawa. Strychar,

Randy, Canadian Oats: A Success Story, 1994.
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with less clean out."e3 The second part,97o/o, refers to the sound count, and is the percentage

of undamaged oats in a sample, minus the percentage volume of foreign matter. The sound

count is then calculated by I00% less foreign material.

Foreign matter such as barley, wheat, and wild oats is represented by the 1/1/1 measure. By

placing a tolerance on the level of each grain other than oats, millers are ensured they will

not get a blended product from Prairie elevators. Each processor has a distinct milling

technique and the percentage tolerance of foreign material is often more strict than the

example above. Finally, the Canadian export standard allows for moisture up to 14 percent

before discounts apply. An increase in the water content results in more difticulty dwing the

hulling process. As a result, millers will pay premiums for extra dry oats.

I) Exports Under the CWB

Designated oats destined for the human food market were exported in two fashions. Oats

could be selected and accepted from producers, loaded into hopper cars and delivered

directly to processors in the United States. In other cases, oats exported to the United States

arrived via Thunder Bay terminals. Thunder Bay terminals were unable to maintain grade

standards, resulting in excessive export quality deterioration.

e3 James, Terry, Marketing Requirements:

Symposium Proceedings, September 6 and7,
Domestic and Export, Oat
1989, Ottawa, p.123.
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High sound count was achieved from carlot shipments direct to the United States. On

aveÍage, designated oats exported in this fashion achieved a sound count between 97 to 99

percent. Oats exported via Thunder Bay terminals on the other hand, did not have the sound

count U.S. processors required. Averages on these shipments were only 90 percent.ea As a

result, misconceptions regarding the quality of Canadian oats emerged.

ii) U.S. Processor Misconceptions

Strict foreign matter tolerances on Canadian oats exported from Thunder Bay terminals were

impossible to achieve. Serious problems were associated with the high barley content.

Barley is similar in size to oats and therefore slips through the pre-milling cleaning process.

After processing, the flakes of the barley hull were very evident in the final product.

The foreign content problem persisted, and buyers from the United States began bidding on

all Canadian oats, including designated oats, at the lower sound count prices. "Prior to 1989,

the percentage of sound measure in #3 C.W. oats by the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC)

ranged from 88 to 94 percent. Because the spread was so wide, U.S. buyers simply bid to

the 88 percent level, or at best, to the anticipated low end average."es Instead of being

rewarded for a high quality product, Prairie oat growers in Manitoba and Saskatchewan were

paid based on a lower grade of oats.

ea See James, Terry, Marketing Requirements: Domestic and Export, Oat
Symposium Proceedings, September 6 and 7, 1989, Ottawa.

e5 Strychar, Randy, Canadian Oats: A Success Story, p.2,1994.
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The most serious allegation against the quality of Canadian oats surrounded an inferior

protein content. "During the tight oat situation in the srunmer of 1988 some mills had to

implement protein minimums in order to shut out Canadian oats because our protein levels

were lower that their taditional U.S. oats supply. By allowing lower protein Canadian oats

into their plants, the millers were experiencing diffrculty meeting their finished product

protein guarantees. "e6

The cause of this problem was rooted in the selection procedures of the Designated Oat Pool

Account. Northem Alberta has always been known for their prominence in oat production.

Large, plump oat kernels are easily achieved due to cool, moist weather conditions in the

region, however, the larger more plump kernel has significantly lower protein content.

Ample supply, and lower freight rates under the Crow Rate, encouraged the CWB to select

and export a large quantity of oats from Northem Alberta.

Soon afterwards, buyers in the United States characterized all Canadian oats as having

insufficient protein content. These allegations, although rightfully justif,red, harmed the

credibility of oat producers in Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Can-Oat Milling executives in

Portage La Prairie, Manitoba, affirm that they have never had a problem in consistently

maintaining 16 percent protein content from Manitoba and Saskatchewan producers.

e6 James, Terry, Marketing Requirements:
Symposium Proceedings, September 6 and7,

Domestic and Export, Oat
1989, Ottawa,p.125.
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iii) Logistical Problems

The problem was twofold, U.S. end users were concemed with the high foreign content from

Thunder Bay shipments. They were also concemed with the below average protein content

associated with the CWB Western Canadian oat supply.

Logistical problems were at the root of the grading dispute between U.S. purchasers and

Canadian oat producers. Alberta exports to the United States were encouraged by Crow Rate

benefits. Blending problems at Thunder Bay were never rectified. At the same time,

producers wanted to get paid for their production of a high-qualify product. The solution to

the problem lay within the realm of tighter grade specifications. The massive logistics

system inherent within the central desk marketing system was unable to solve these problems

to the best advantage of oat producers. At the peak of the dispute, Hon. Charlie Mayer

announced the removal of oats from under the jurisdiction of the Canadian Wheat Board.

iv) Grade Change

The grading standards between the United States and Canada were far from being uniform.

The United States system was geared to meet the specific needs of a competitive end-user

marketplace, while the Canadian system was serving the needs of markets past. In order to

maximize retums to oat producers, the Canadian system required changes. The removal of

oats from CWB jurisdiction paved the way for the Canadian Grain Commission to respond.
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In 1989, the Canadian Grain Commission responded to private industry's request to bring

Canada's grading system for oats more in line with our biggest customer, the United States

market. Sound count minimums were raised in line with United States standards. This has

allowed Canadian producers to capture premiums the market is willing to pay for specific

qualities, while still providing a market for lower grades. "Today the private trade has gone

beyond the CGC grade standards in some cases by responding to end-user needs for specific

qualities. These qualities are paying premiums to Canadian oat producers."eT

Summary

Chapter Five provides an economic performance analysis of the Western Canadian oat

industry following the reorganization in the underlying market structure. The performance

criteria selected in the analysis follows a general framework for industrial market structure

and economic performance evaluations.

A number of conclusions regarding the performance of oats under the CWB and its

performance on the open market were drawn from the available data.

e7 Strychar, Randy, Canadian Oats: A Success Story, p.3, 1994.
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CHAPTER SIX
PERFORMAI.{CE AI\ALYSIS REWSITEI)

Introduction

This report examines the performance of the Western Canadian oat market on the open

market, with its performance under the Canadian Wheat Board during the 1980-1989 period.

The intent of this study is to identify and measure some of the economic impacts resulting

from the market restructuring, and to provide an assessment on how market performance has

been affected.

Chapter One begins with the background of the Westem Canadian oat industry and outlines

the intended research objectives for this report. Historical perspectives and an examination

of the underlying market structures of the Western Canadian oat industry is discussed in

Chapter Two. The f,rrst section examines the market structure of the industry when oat

marketing was under the central desk authority of the Canadian Wheat Board. The second

section examines the post-August 1989 open-market structure of the Western Canadian oat

industry. The Second Chapter concludes with an examination of the factors that motivated

oat market structural reform.

Chapter Three contains a literature review. Relevant literature is examined in the context of

its applicability to the market structure change of the Western Canadian oat industry.

Perspectives regarding market structure and the rationale for single desk selling versus the
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open market are then discussed. A framework of analysis begins to unfold based on Turvey's

1993 analytic model of the relationship between market structure, conduct and performance.

The Chapter concludes by consolidating a number of additional studies into Turvey's

framework. These studies evaluate the economic merits and weaknesses of single desk

marketing versus the open market, and provide a set of perforrnance evaluation measures that

can be used to evaluate the market performance of the Western Canadian oat industry.

Chapter Four develops a framework of analysis that can be used to evaluate the performance

of the Western Canadian oat industry following a structural change in the underlying market

organization. A model is developed based on Turvey's (1993) framework of analysis for

industrial market structure and for economic performance evaluations. The analytic model

considers testable criteria based on observable data. Testable criteria that can be used to

evaluate the market performance of the Western Canadian oat industry are selected from

studies that evaluate market performance in the context of structural market change.

Economic hypotheses are then formulated based on the expected result of moving from

single desk marketing to the open market.

The Fifth Chapter conducts an economic performance analysis of the V/estern Canadian oat

industry. The analysis is guided by the theoretical framework of analysis developed by

Turvey (1993).
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Major Findings

Welfare losses attributed to central desk selling are calculated utilizing four different

estimations of demand elasticity. The results demonstrate an upward trend in welfare losses

between 1979-1989

The size of the welfare loss depends in part on the elasticity estimate. For this reason,

caution must be exerted when interpreting the welfare loss results of Chapter 5. 'When higher

coefficients are used in the calculations, weifare losses increase dramatically. In addition,

the distortion rate r, which is calculated by the price differentials between monopoly price

levels and cash grain prices, must also be approached with caution. During the last three

crop years under the CWB jurisdiction, CWB price quotations were considerably higher than

cash grain prices especially for designated oats. Although this translated into higher prices

for end users, it also meant more money to producers.

It is also imperative that the welfare loss be interpreted within the proper context.

Calculations are made based on Scherer's 1970 model of dead weight loss. The dead weight

loss should not be interpreted as a financial loss to all oat industry participants. Increases in

welfare losses could mean higher retums to producers because Western oat producers

benefitted from price differentials extracted by the CWB. Questions are raised regarding

precise elasticity of demand estimations, and ifthe domestic human consumption oat demand

is fairly inelastic, then the welfare losses attributed to the CWB are quite small. It can also
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be argued that the deadweight loss is a necessary price to be paid in order to extract price

premiums for Westem Canadian oat producers.

Total domestic oat use in Canada has steadily declined since i981. The impact on the

composition of domestic oat usage is examined utilizing ratios of animal, human, and oats

for seed, to the total domestic usage. The results demonstrate that the change in the market

structure did not affect the composition of total domestic usage. The increase in human

consumption of oats that was forecasted in the late 1980's did not occur until 1992-93. It

would appear from the data that the overall demand in Canada for feed oats and for seed, has

remained unchanged regardless of the underlying market structure.

Oat exports have increased since 1985. Since the 1988-1989 crop year, the rate of growth

has increased substantially. V/ithout a doubt, exports of value-added oats such as oatmeal

and rolled oats have improved under the open market system. Although it is difficult to

establish a conclusive determinant for the overall increase in oat exports, it would appear that

private sector agents have been more successful in ferreting out and serving niche markets

for value-added products such as oatmeal and rolled oats.

The Prairie provinces account for approximately 85 percent of the Canadian oat production.

Oat production has increased dramatically in Saskatchewan and in Manitoba. Despite a

dramatic increase in oat production in northem Alberta, production has remained consistently

lower than levels established during the latter part of the 1980's.
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There has been a significant geographical redistribution in harvested acreage and oat

production in the Prairie provinces. By adjusting to comparative advantage and to

specialization signals in both the feed industry and human consumption markets, oat

production has become geographically concentrated in favour of good oat growing regions

that are capable of meeting the specif,rc needs of the end-user. High quality oat production

destined for the human consumption market has increased in areas of Manitoba and

Saskatchewan that have comparative advantages in terms of location to end-user markets,

proximity to processors, the abiiity to produce an oat groat with high protein content along

with a low moisture content, in addition to high yield capabilities. increased market

opporrunities for the export feed market has resulted in a greater concentration of oat

production in north-west Alberta.

Prairie oat mills, clipping mills, and processors have invested heavily in the Western

Canadian oat industry. Since August of i989, five new oat processors have emerged.

Locations have been chosen based on the proximity of end markets and upon the availability

of a high quality product that can fulfil the needs and specifications of the end-user. Oat

production has increased dramatically in parts of northern Alberta. A comparative advantage

in growing a specialty oat that is required by the pony oat market has impacted on oat

production in that region.

CWB producer payments did not out perform the CBE nor the WCE. CWB producer

payments were well below the established CBE prices in all but one crop year. During the
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1988/89 crop year CWB producer payments exceeded CBE and WCE prices, however

during this year the CWB incurred a$32.4 million dollar deficit. On average, WCE cash

prices were higher than CWB producer payments until 1985. Between 1986 and 1989, CWB

producer payments were higher than average cash prices established at the WCE. In fwo of

final four years that CWB producer payments exceeded WCE prices, large deficits were

recovered at the expense of Canadian tax payers.

CWB producer payments for designated oats were substantially higher than oats outside of

the Designated Pool Account. In almost every year, CWB producer payments from the

Designated Pool Account exceeded average CBE and WCE established cash prices.

The V/CE average cash price was significantly out performed by the Designated Pool.

Intervention analysis was used to determine whether the structural break in marketing

methods resulted in any significant changes in oat price relationships and in relative

feedgrain prices. The model demonstrates that a significant increase in the relative price

relationship between the six month futures price and the ratio of WCE to U.S. prices for oats

and feedgrains results following the policy change. Cashgrain and farmgate prices for oats

relative to feed barley were found not to be significant. Therefore no change in these price

relationships are reported.

The massive logistics system under the central desk marketing system was unable to

adequately meet the specific needs of end-users. High sound count was achieved from carlot
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shipments direct to the United States. Oats exported via Thunder Bay terminals on the other

hand did not have the sound count U.S. processors required. This led to U.S. processor

misconceptions regarding the overall quality of the Vy'estern Canadian oat supply.

Acceptable levels of foreign matter, protein, and moisture content, could not be achieved via

Thunder Bay. The Crow Rate benefit that lowered transportation costs for oats, discouraged

direct shipments of oats from country elevators to the United States. The location of United

States processors of oats for food, forced oats selected in Alberta on the Designated Account

to be routed through Thunder Bay. Thunder Bay terminals were unable to maintain grade

standards, resulting in excessive export quality deterioration.

The removal of oats from the CWB jurisdiction paved the way for the Canadian Grain

Commission to respond to the requests of the private industry to bring Canada's grading

system for oats more in line with the quality standards of the United States market. Sound

count minimums were raised in line with United States standards. This allowed Canadian

producers to capture premiums that the market is willing to pay for specific qualities, while

still providing a market for lower grades.

Conclusions

The policy change that transferred the marketing responsibilities for Western Canadian oats

from central desk authority to private marketing, resulted in greater market efficiency and

the opportunity of greater economic benefits to many producers.
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Producers who have responded to meet the needs of end-users demand for a high quality

value-added product have clearly benefitted from the market restructuring. Other producers

who have not met these demands, may have benefitted more from CWB centralized

marketing. Nevertheless, the open market has provided Western Canadian oat producers

with the opportunity to increase revenues by forward contracting directly with end-users.

Oat growers across the Prairies have benefitted from on-farm contracting. Production in

Northern Alberta is geared towards meeting the specific needs of the feed industry, whereas

production in southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba is geared towards servicing the human

consumption market.

The main factors contributing to increased market efficiency was the removal of oats from

under the CWB in 1989. The market restructuring has provided producers with greater

market access. Increased market efficiency has resulted in producers striving to meet the

specific needs of end-users. The change in the marketing structure of the Western Canadian

oat industry from single desk selling to the open market, resulted in an adjustment to

comparative advantage and to specialization signals. By adjusting to comparative advantage

and to specialization signals in both the feed industry and human consumption markets, oat

production has become geographically concentrated in favour of good oat growing regions

that are capable of meeting the specific needs of the end-user. Higher quality oat production

destined for the human consumption market and to specialty feed markets has increased in

those areas of the Prairies maintaining a comparative advantage. The CWB was unable to

effectively respond to end-user needs for specific qualities.
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Limitations of the Study

Elasticity of demand estimates for oats utilized in welfare loss calculations were unavailable.

For this reason, domestic barley and wheat approximations had to be employed. These are

totally different markets and could be quite unreliable. Specific CWB pricing data was

unavailable, therefore CWB quotation prices were utilized in order to calculate the pricing

distortion befween monopoly and cash grain prices.

It is difficult to quantify and to compare CWB producer payments to open ma¡ket returns.

In order to make an accurate assessment, specif,rc CWB quota data must be obtained.

Although CWB producer payments on the Designated Pool Account were signif,rcantly

higher than CBE and WCE cash grain prices, quota restrictions may have impeded producers

from increasing revenue by not allowing them to sell a higher quantity at a lower price.

There is some concem that policy implications of the Gross Revenue Insurance Plan may

have resulted in a shift away from oats to other cereal grains during the 1991-1992 crop year.

In order to test whether this hypothesis affected the price relationships among feedgrains a

second intervention parameter could be introduced into the time series modelling framework.

Conclusions were made regarding the composition of oat usage in Canada and the analysis

was extended in order to make inferences regarding the human consumption market for oats.
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United States f,rgures for the human consumption of oats may have shed a different

perspective on this section of the Western Canadian oat market analysis.

Topics for Further Research

V/elfare losses were calculated using a price distortion model that primarily relied on pricing

data from the open market and from the CWB. It would be interesting to determine whether

a statistical correlation exists between the welfare losses reported in this manner, to CWB

deficit accounts. More reliable elasticity estimates are available for barley and for wheat and

therefore the welfare loss calculations would be more reliable. Calculating the welfare losses

in this manner and comparing them to CWB deficit years, one could easily determine

whether a statistical relationship exists between the two. If so, it may shed light on the

theoretical inefficiencies of providing producers with an initial payment.

The crop district analysis utilizes annual data before and after the structural break in the

market. Utilizing the same testing procedures with more years of post i989 data, would

surely provide more convincing results. For example, District 5 of Saskatchewan has

witnessed the most dramatic increase in oat production across the Prairies. The magnitude

of the increase resulted in a large standard deviation in the second period. As a result, the

test statistic refused to acknowledge this change as being statistically signif,rcant. Another

frve years of data would surely confirm many of the suspicions that arose over the course of

this analysis.
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The section that examined product diffe¡entiation reported a number of ineffrciencies

inherent within the CWB marketing system in terms of selection procedures, transportation

inefÍiciencies, and blending problems. A study that focussed primarily on these aspects

would be of particular interest. The implications of restricting the movement towards

comparative advantage is astounding. This could be examined in terms of production,

proximity to end markets, end-user specifications, and tansportation costs, and comparative

advantage.

The northern region of Alberta has always experienced weather conditions favourable for

high oat yield. Since 1989, oat production has increased dramatically in north-west Alberta.

A number of conversations with industry participants indicated that there may have existed

a shift away from barley towards oats as a result of the new market opporlunities on the open

market. A study examining this particular aspect may shed additional light on the issue of

comparative advantage.
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Appendix 1

Deficit Accounts

*Deficit on Pool Account
Source: CWB Arurual Report

Crop Year Deficit Ämount

t957-58 s2,429,045.62

1958-59 sr,379,142.31

1963-64 $2,01 1,099.00

I 968-69 $804,200.00

t977-78 $953,710.00

r979-80 6778,942.00

I 98 1 -82* s2,291,454.00

i 985-86* $6,919,8 10.00

I 988-89* s32,36r,239.00
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Appendlx 2

Welfare

1979180

r980/81

l98l/82

t982181

t983l8/.

t984/85

1985/86

r986/87

1987/88

r988/89

Loss Cnlculollons

Flxed P

0.5 11250

0.5 171.30

0..5 178.38

0.5 148.76

05 160.76

0.5 157.74

0.5 150.93

0.5 141.50

0.5 156.79

0.5 L50.67

a trqd

82,000 0.0151874

80,000 0.020381855

79,700 0.085439.s.54

81,900 0.n0191859

?3,300 0.028985627

74.000 0.028174041

72,000 0.137849028

82,000 0.208479903

76,000 0.t35850359

93,000 0.17.5618948A\o

Sce¡r¡rlo I

o.7

o.7

o.7

o.7

o.7

o.7

o;t

o.7

0.7

o.7

Sccnarlo 2

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

t.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Sccnarlo 3

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

Sccnarlo 4

5.74

5.74

J.74

5.7 4

5;14

s.74

5;r 4

5.7 4

-5.74

5;l4

Psncl A.

lVclf¡rc Lo¡r

$57,7.51.71

$97,758.10

$425,t 29.61

$469,885.99

$l r9,544.74

$r t.5,102.87

$524,305.74

$846,647.3 I

s_só6,588.44

st,432,933.94

Pancl B

lVclfarc l,o¡r

$82,502.44

$ r39,654.44

s607,32ß.02

$671,265.69

$170,778.19

sl64,432.67

$749,008.21

$t,209,496.16

$809,4 12.06

$2,047,04 8.48

Pencl C

lVclf¡rc l,osr

tu7,507.31

$418,963.31.

$1.821,9M.05

$2,013,797.08

$51e33458

$493,298.02

s\u1,ou.62

$3,628,488.47

s\428,236.19

$6, r4 r,14s.45

Pancl D

lYclfsrc Loss

$473J63.99

$801,6t 6.46

$3,486,0ó2.81

$3,853,065.08

$980,26ó.84

$943,843.54

$4,299,307.10

$6,942,507.94

14,646,O25.U

$r r,750,058.30



Appendix 3
Crop District Map
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Appendlx 4
crop D¡strict oata
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APPENDIX 5
IDENTIFICATION FIT I
SIX MONTH FUTURES SETTLEMENT
RATIO OF WCE TO CBE
PLOTOF B
NUMBEROFCASES= 69

MEAN OF SERIES: 0.75I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF SERIES = 0.125

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
+---+----+----+--+--+

1.837.120
2 .751 .187
3 .711 .226
4 .6t4 .256
5 .549 .27'l
6 .490 .292
7 .467 .304
I .40'l .314
9 .358 .322
t0 .296 .327
tt .2t6 .331
l2 .t26 .333
l3 .03 r .334
l4 -.053 .334
15 -.133 .334
t6 -.t77 .335
l7 -. 185 .336
t8 -.222 .338
t9 -.253 .340
20 -.29t .343
2t -.302 .346
22 -.297 .350
23 -.3r7 .354
24 -.320 .358
25 -.310 .362

| .837 .120
2 .t67 .120
3 .t63 .t20
4 -.t35 .120
5 .0r r .120
6 -.030 .120
7 .t41 .120
I -.100 .120
9.004.120
r0 -.145 .120
11 -.077 .120
12 -.169 .t20
13 -.099 .120
I4 -. u8 .120
l5 -.057 .120
t6 .020 .t20
t7 .134 .120
l8 -.057 .120
19 -.014 .120
20 -.t14 .120
2r .n4 .120
22 .t00 .t20
23 .023 .t20
24 -.06t .t20

xt )
XXXI )X)c\xl )xxxxl )xxxxxl )xÐc(Xxl )

xxxrccxxl
xÐcoüxl
)OüÐLYXI
)cococcq
Ðoü)ofixl

XXXI )
l)
t)
IXXX )

XXI )t)
xxxl )xl )

( l)oooo()rcoooooooooooo(( lxÐoo(X)oo)ooococçfi( l)ooooooÕGÐ)oooco(( ÞÕfixÐcoØoO)oc(( lxÐc(x)Õ(x)oc\o0( lÐL\xxÐc()c1L\c( )( lxÐL\oc\oooocx )

l)L\cüÐL\xxx )

lxxxxxxxx )

lxxxxxxx )

lxxxxx )lxxx )
l)

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAC CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+---+--+

)cccoaxxl

Ixxxxx)xxÐcocccc(X)oü
l>oofi)
lxxxx )

(xxxxl )

xxl )
XXI )xt )
l)
lxxx )xl )

l)xxl )
lxx )
lxx )
t)xt )
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IDENTIFICATION FIT I

PLOT OF RESIDUAL
NUMBEROFCASES= 69

MEAN OF SERIES = 0.001
STANDARD DEVIATION OF SERIES = 0.068

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
+----+----+----+----+--+----+----+---+----+----+

ÐLxl )xl )
l)ooooq

IÐC(

PLOT OF RESIDUAL
PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
+----+----+----+----+----+---+----+---+----+----+

Ðo(l ))c{ )
l>cfÐo0
lx
l)t)
lxxx

lxx
I

lx

| -.t49 .120
2 -.066 .t23
3 .233 .t24
4 -.023 .130
5 -.015 .130
6.02r.130
7 .153 .r30
I -.023 .t32
9 .076 .133
r0.063.133
n .046 .t34
12 .02t .134
t3 -.012 .134
t4 -.014 .134
l5 -.114 .t34
t6 -.114 .135

t7 .062 .t37

| -.149 .120
2 -.09t .120
3 .2t6 .t20
4 .041 .120
5.016.120
6 -.032 .120
7 .t59 .120
8 .025 .120
9 .t04 .120
10.020.120
il.078.r20
l2 .007 .120
l3 -.016 .120
t4 -.078 .120
15 -.t52 .120
16 -.210 .120
l7 -.009 .120

)
)
)

I

IX
lx
lx

xxl
)L\l
IX

(l(t(xl
( xxxl
(xxxxxl(t)
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 2

SIX MONTH FUTURES SETTLEMENT
RATIO OF #I C.W. OATS TO #I FEED BARLEY

NUMBEROFCASES= 69

MEAN OF SERIES: 0,983

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SEzuES = 0.112

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

I .911 .120
2 .772 .196
3 .626 .236
4 .488 .259
5 .389 .272
6 .343 .280
7 .346 .286
I .372 .292
9 .402 .299
t0 .412 .307
I L363 .3r5
t2 .280 .321
t3 .174 324
t4 .06'7 .325
t5 -.0t7 .326
t6 -.076 .326
t7 -.tt0 .326
18 -.126 .326
t9 -.ttg .327
20 -.092 .328
2t -.070 328
22 -.059 328
23 -.070 .329
24 -.099 329
25 -.t34 .329

3 -.04't .t20
4 -.029 .120
5 .128 .120
6.158.120
7 .t37 .120
8 .024 .t20
9 .0r9 .120
l0 -.053 .t20
n -.255 .t20
t2 -.0t7 .120
l3 -.090 .120
t4 -.009 .t20
r5 .004 .r20
r6 -.093 .120
17 -.067 .t20
l8 -.066 .120
t9 .069 .t20
20 .t20 .120
2l .042 .120
22 .007 .t20
23 -.054 .t20
24 -.047 .t20
25.008.120

(
(

( l)oc()o0)ocooooooÕoooooo(
Ðoooooo0)oooocoooo(
ÐoocÕc()ofi))ooo(
xÐcoc()ooooc)
)c()ooc()oc( )
)ocooooc( )
Ðoooooc( )
xxÐooooc( )
)coc()oooöc( )

lxxÐocx)cüx )
lxxxxxxxxx )
l>üxxxx )
lxxxx )
lx)t)xl )xxl )

)cfil )xxl )xxl )xt )xt )xt )
XXI )Ðcq )

xl )
t)
lÐc(
lÐL\
lxxxt)
t)X)

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+---+----+----+---+-+---+---+----+----+
I .9ll .120 ( l)ocooc)X)oocooococococü
2 -.338 .r20 XX()COC(X| )

(xxxxxl
(l)
( xxl(t)
(t)
( XXI(xl
(xl
(lx
( lxx(lx
(t)
(xt
(xt(t)
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 2
PLOT OF RESIDUAI
NUMBEROFCASES= 69
MEAN OF SEzuES = 0.005

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SEzuES = 0.037

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAC CORR SE -1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 t.0

1 .027 .120
2 .06s .t20
3 -.Ill .121

4 -.100 .122
5 -.268 .t24
6 -.1s9 .132
7 -.132 .t35
8 .2ss .136
9 -.08s .143

t0 .244 .144
l l .069 .150
t2 .174 .150
r3 -.049 .153
t4 -.072 .153
l5 -.130 .154
l6 .l14 .155
t7 -.093 .157

| .027 .r20
2 .064 .120
3 -.t14 .120
4 -.100 .120
5 -.255 .r20
6 -.t69 .120
'1 -.149 .120
8 .218 .120
9 -.t73 .t20
t0.131.120
Il.014 .120
t2 .t3t .t20
t3 .032 .120
l4 -.031 .120
t 5 .000 .120
t6 .t'13 .120
17 .092 .120

t)
lx))c( )

XXI )
OcÕcül )
( )ofil )
(ÐÕq )( l)occcY)(XXI )

lÐÕoofi)tx)
lxxlc\ )xl )xt )

ÐcYI )

IXX )
XXI )

PLOT OF RESIDUAL

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.1 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+----+----+---+----+_-+----+----+----+----+

l)
lx)xxl )xxl )

(xÐcfil )
( Ðoüt )
xxxl )

l)cÐcYx)
xx)c(l )

l)cc( )

t)
lÐct )(l)(t)

(l)( lxxxx)( IXX)
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 3

CASH GRAIN PRICES
RATIO OF WCE TO U.S. OAT PRICES

NUMBEROFCASES: 77

MEAN OF SERIES = 0.741

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SENES =

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE -1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2

0.143

.0 .2 .4 .6 .8 r.0

(l)Lx)o0ffi
( l)offiooooc))ooc\coooccofi( l)oooofixÐc())oÕcocÐoo(

lxxÐÕ()c()ocooc))coooo(
l)oooüÐoccoooOÐocK
lxÐoooooccoocco)c(
l)ooooooooccoocoO
lxÐooooococcccc( )
l)ÕÕooæoocccc( )

lxx)coc()oooo( )
IXÐL'\LYXXXXX )

I)LYXXXXXX )

lx)oL\c{x )

l)L\c(x )
IXX )
IXX )tx)
l)xt )

XXXI )xÐoc( ))mooc( )
)cffÐcül )Ðooocül )xrccooÕül )

( lÐcix)>cxxx)ooocÐc()ccfixxx
(XXI )( l)oooo(Ðfit )

lÐoü)
XXI )
l)

XXI )
x(Ðcxxl )(l)
(xt )
(xxxxl )
(XXI )(xxl )( lxxxx)( lxxxx)(xt )
x(xxxxl )

l.930 .l14
2.853.r88
3 .812 .233
4 .76t .267
5 .726 .294
6 .692 .317
7 .650 .336
8 .609 .3s2
9 .534 .36s
l0 .458 .375
l l .405 .382
12 .326 .388
t3 .241 .391
14 .169 .393
l5 .l l8 .394
16.100.395
t7 .066 .395
18 -.0u .395
t9 -.079 .395
20 -.t46 .395
2t -.217 .396
22 -.259 .398
23 -.290 .400
24 -.312 .40?
25 -.328 .406

I .930 .l14
2 -.092 .t14
3 .23t .r14
4 -.t36 .r14
5 .193 .l14
6 -.115 .ll4
7 .040 .n4
8 -.081 .l14
9 -.265 .tr4
l0 -.002 .114
1l -.044 .il4
12 -.225 .tt4
l3 -.093 .l14
l4 -.084 .l14
l5 .178 .l14
l6 .184 .114
t7 -.054 .tt4
t8 -.267 .1r4
t9 -.019 .114
20 -.064 .tt4
21 -.036 .rt4
22 .005 .tt4
23 -.067 .lt4
24 .056 .tt4
25 .088 . n4

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

l)
l)

l)
xt )

xt )
lx)
lxx )
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 3

PLOT OF RESIDUAL
NUMBER OF CASES : 77

MEAN OF SEzuES: O.OOI

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SERIES = 0.051

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-r.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

l.076.l14
2 -.198 .115

3 .092 .tt9
4 -.066 .t20
5 .023 .120
6 .088 .120
7 .055 .l2l
I .272 .122
9 .013 .t29
l0 -.t31 .129
il.206.131
t2 .052 .t35
l3 -.081 .135

14 -.070 .t36
t5 -.264 .t36
16 .093 . 143

t'7 .298 .t44

I .076 .ll4
2 -.205 .n4
3 ,t32 .n4
4 -.138 .ll4
5 .103 .l14
6 .015 .l 14

7.100.114
8 .282 .l l4
9 -.033 .U4
l0 .000 .l14
ll .186 .l14
12 .013 .114
l3 -.0t5 .114
14 -.t80 .ll4
t5 -.334 .ll4
16 .042 .ll4
17 .188 .1t4

( tx)
Oc\c(X| )( txx)

xt )t)
lxx )
tx)
IXXXXÐt)xxxl )
lxxxxx)
tx)xxl )xt )

(xxxxxl )

IXX )
lxrccYxx)

PLOT OF RESIDUAL

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

( lx)
Qcoo( )( lxxx)
xxxl )
lxx )t)
IXX )
l)cüx)t)
l)
lxxxx)
l)t)

xxxxl )
xxxl )( lx)( lxxxx)
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 4
CASH GRAIN PRICES
RATIO OF #I C.W. OATS TO #I FEED BARLEY
NUMBEROFCASES= 80

MEAN OF SERIES : 1.029
STANDARD DEVIATION OF SERIES = 0.164

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4

L .'192 .lr2
2 .67t .t68
3 .546 .199
4 .463 .2t't
5 .402 .229
6 .354 .237
7 .419 .244
8 .43t .253
9 .420 .262
t0 .385 .270
tt .328 .277
t2 .277 .281
t3 .228 .285
t4 .160 .287
l5 .139 .288
16.105.289
t'7 .03'1 .290
l8 -.034 .290
19 -.082 .290
20 -.085 .290
2t -.t03 .290
22 -.082 .291
23 -.082 .29t
24 -.102 .291
25 -.139 .292

r .792 .ll2
2 .tlB .ll2
3 -.044 .ttz
4 .037 .n2
5 .041 .ttz
6 .020 .ttz
7 .300 .ll2
8 .023 .112
9 -.051 .l12
l0 -.021 .112
t1 -.063 .lt2
l2 -.0t8 .lt2
t3 .041 .l l2
t4 -.t42 .ll2
l 5 .005 .l 12

t6 -.053 .ll2
t7 -.200 .ll2
l8 -.098 .l12
19 -.004 .112
20 .024 .ll2
2t .0t4 .tr2
22 .073 .tlz
23 -.080 .112
24 -.055 .1t2
2s -.0r3 .n2

lÐL'\coü
lÐL\ofi
llLvc(
lxxx
IXX
l)
l)

xxl
)c{
)cil
)fi1
)cil
)fi1
)oül

-.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

( l)oocx))oococococ()ooc(
lrcoooo(Ð)ooc$ooo(
lÐooocooO)(xxx
lÐoooooo(Ðx
l>mooæcoo()
l)æoocoo( )
l)oocccÕooo()
l)ocoocü)ofi)
lÐoccooooü )
lþooÕoooü )
lÐoooüxx )

PLOT OF PARTIAI AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
+----+--+----+--+--+-+----+----+---+---+( lxx)cf))oooooooooofixx

IXX )
xt )t)
tx)
l)
lxÐoO

t)
lx)

(xxxl )(t)
(xl )
(XXXXI
(xxt )

t)xl )

l)xt )

)
)
)

)

)
)

)

lx
xl
xl

I
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 4
PLOT OF RESIDUAI
NUMBEROFCASES= 80

MEAN OF SERIES = 0.003

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SERIES = 0.100

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+---+---+---+--+----+---+--+---+----+
I -.093 .ll2 ( )O(l )
2 .086 .1 13 ( l)O( )
3 -.027 .tr4 ( I )
4 .004 .lr4 ( I )
5 .o2r .tt4 ( I )

00fix )
lÐcfi)
l)c( )
l)cY )
l)c( )

6 -.r99 .t14
7 .r63 .l18
8.t02.12r
9 .099 .122
10.090.123
tt .025 .124
12 .03t .r24
t3 .067 .124
t4 -.083 .124
t5.054.125
l6.085.125
t7 .008 .t26

I -.093 .lt2
2 .078 .tt2
3 -.0t2 .t12
4 -.006 .Ltz
5 .024 .t12
6 -.199 .r12
7 .r34 .ttz
8 .t67 .trz
9 .092 .112
t0 .l0l .l12
I I .035 .1 12

t2 -.024 .lr2
13 .135 .112
t4 -.043 .Ltz
t5 .026 .t12
t6 .l16 .il2
t7 --039 .ll2

lx)
)LYl

tx)
IXX )

PLOT OF RESIDUAL

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+----+---+-+-+----+----+----+----+---+
( )cil )( tx)(l)(t)(t)
(Ðcül )

l>cix )
lxxxx)
llc( )

lxx )
l)t)
IX)CX)xt )(t)

( IXX)(t)
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 5
FARM GATE PRICES

RATIO OF #I C.W. OATS TO FEED BARLEY
NUMBEROFCASES= 80

MEAN OF SERIES = 1.033

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SEzuES = 0.208

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

I .889 .l12
2 .718 .180
3 .552 .2t2
4 .405 .230
5 .298 .238
6 .272 .243
7 .286 .247
8 .307 .251
9 .3t0 .256
t0 .287 .260
tt .225 .264
t2 .152 .267
t3 .0s6 .268
14 -.050 .268
t5 -.tzt .268
t6 -.r75 .269
17 -.233 .270
t8 -.268 .273
t9 -.258 .276
20 -.228 .279
2t -.196 .281
22 -.169 .283
23 -.t62 .284
24 -.t81 .285
25 -.228 .287

r .889
2 -.342
3 .000
4 -.044
5.07r
6 .262
7 -.006
8 .020
9 -.077
l0 -.03 I
l l -.085
12.030
l3 -.198
14 -.103
l5 .054
l6 -.151
17 -.n9
l8 -.0r0
19 .122
20 .049
2t .007
22 -.039
23 -.032
24 .0t5
25 -.118

.tt2

.tt2
.t12
.t12
.112
.t12
.1t2
.lt2
.112
.tt2
.tt2
.tt2
.tt2
.t t2
.t12

l)xl )
lx)
l)c(xx)
t)
l)xl )
l)

xxl )t)

tx)
xxxl )
XXI )t)
lxxx)
tx)

()cixxl
(xxl )

PLOT OF PARTIAI AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+---+----+----+-+-+--+--+---+---+-+

(ÞcooOffi
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l)ocoooooooq
l)cooooo( )
l)oc()oo( )
l)oooo()o(
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l>Õooooo(
l)oocoÕÕ(
l)Õcgx
lxxx )
tx)xt )xxxl )

)troül
L\LTC{XI
)f,cüYxxl
)JCCCül
)'coofil
)cÐcxl
)ooül
)ooc(
)oo(xl
)oooül

(l)c()cOffi
xOccc(l )

t2
t2
t2

.t12

.n2

.tt2

.t12
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.t12
.l12 ()o( )
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IDENTIFICATION FIT 5

PLOT OF RESIDUAL
NUMBEROFCASES= 80

MEAN OF SERIES = 0.006

STANDARD DEVIATION OF SEzuES = 0.094

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELANONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6
+__--+-_+----+-+

-..r -2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

I .327 .ll2
2 .012 .123
3 -.043 .123
4 -.163 .123
5 -.338 .t26
6 -.t56 .t37
't -.022 .139
8 .110 .139
9.138.t40
t0 .196 .t42
il .053 .145
t2 .|9 .t45
t3 .056 .t47
l4 -.t85 .r47
15 -.127 .150
t6 .033 .l5l
t7 -.103 .l5t

L327
2 -.106
3 -.014
4 -.160
5 -.270
6 .030
7 -.018
8.109
9 .0t2
l0.078
I I -.068
t2 .183
t3 .044
t4 -.178
l5 .081

t6.052
t7 -.099

( llocco(t)(x )
( )ooc{l )
Qooooq )
( )oo( )

PLOT OF RESIDUAL

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORR SE-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

+----+----+--+-+-+----+---+----+----+---+
( llocoO)oo(()c{ )(t)
0ooc{ )
x()occ( )
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.tt2
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l)c( )
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l)c( )
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)occ( )
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)L\t )
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xt )
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tx)

00cül )
l)c( )
tx)
XX)
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Appendix Six
Final Results of Intervention

Six Month Futures Settlement
Ratio of WCE to CBE Oats

Variables in the Model:

Six Month Futures Settlement
Ratio of #I C.W. Oats to #l Feed Barley

Variables in the Model:

ARl
wo
Constant

AR1
MAl
wo
Constant

ARl
wo
Constant

Estimate

.84191268
.1 839600
.77967923

Estimate

.9t37312
-.2248364
.1 I 580684

r.0s67498

Estimate

.8756382
.092s6301
.9356874

Approx. Std. Error

.04471989
.03805263
.0328r925

Approx. Std. Error

.03791109
.08649023
.05260328
.06808157

Approx. Std. Error

.04r52935
.0565263t
.0589625

T-RATIO

18.826360
4.928362

23.756764

T.RATIO

24.t0r948
-2.5995s9
2.3282121

rs.s21819

Cash Grain Prices
Ratio of WCE to U.S. Oats

Variables in the Model:

T.RATIO

22.6568t2
2.62263r

14.729548
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ARl
wo
Constant

ARl
'wo

Constant

Estimate

.8348868
.0s06916

r.0499975

Estimate

.897509rr
.05427348
.96831901

Farm Gate Prices
Ratio of #1 C.W. Oats to Feed

Variables in the Model:

Cash Grain Prices
Ratio of #1 C.W. Oats to #1

Variables in the Model:

Feed Barley

Approx. Std. Error

.0441 1084
.0658 1340
.05396367

Barley

Approx. Std. Error

.03530363
.07571106
.07496254

T.RATIO

18.927020
.770232

t9.457489

T-RATIO

25.422575
.716850

12.917373
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